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Special
Edition

elcome to our first Special Edition, and with the name comes a
special treat for us all — it’s also
our first Conservation issue.
Conservation is everything to a landowner. We all know that without birds,
bees and wildlife, life on this planet will
cease. With increasing pressure from urban
encroachment, and the shocking death tolls
recorded on our avian friends, conservation has morphed into a major concern
of all landowners — and at the forefront
is the unbelievable rapid loss of the most
precious habitat of all — native grass. Did
you know that we are losing one acre of the
native grass of the Great Plains every minute? I have one ol’ cowboy friend who says
that in his opinion, ploughing up native
grass “should be a hanging offence.” Faced
with the loss of 90 per cent of one native
grass-dependent bird, most landowners
are inclined to agree. Ian Cook delivers
the article and information, including
grants, to help landowners protect this
natural resource.
When Alberta’s looming disaster of Kenney’s new coal policy hit the news, we asked
multi-award-winning writer, Sid Marty, to
outline the irreversible destruction Alberta
is facing. Marty, a famous, shoot-from-thehip writer, is respected across the board, and
he is savvy in the ways of governments and

ranchers. His piece is factual and biting —
and we love it.
I am a knitter and at the first nip in the
air, out come the needles and balls of wool.
For me, the only winter “fabric” is wool —
for man or saddle pads. If you’re a buckaroo,
you’ll have an appreciation for Angora
goats, the basis of “woollies.” I interviewed
our good friend Dale Montgomery about
lambing out his sheep, and John Henderson
about his Angora goats.
And it’s our pleasure to introduce you
to one of the travellingest working cowboys
out there, Lane Link. He formed a “Have
Rope, Will Travel” cowboy crew that hires
on to do ranch and cattle jobs, from branding to sorting to pulling bulls.
I’ll end with this quote from Margaret
Mead, American cultural anthropologist,
as we lend our support in stopping the
decimation of our water and mountains:
“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed individuals can change the
world. In fact, it’s the only thing that ever
has.” Especially on the high, lonesome
ranges of Canadian Cowboy Country.

— Terri Mason, Editor

A Note to Our Loyal Subscribers
Long Range Plan
COVID has hit every business, and we are a reflection of that impact. In 2020, we had to defer one
magazine issue, and it looks like we will need to do the same again, so for 2021 Canadian Cowboy
Country magazine will be producing five issues instead of six.
For our loyal subscribers, we will extend your subscription to allow for the deferred issues.
We sincerely apologize for this because we hear how much you treasure each issue. Instead of
seeking a short-term solution, we are doing this to secure our future for the long range.
We appreciate the support of our advertisers, writers, photographers, poets and you, our readers,
and we know that we will emerge stronger than ever — here in Canadian Cowboy Country.
CowboyCountryMagazine.com | 1-800-943-7336
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1 Carol & Paul
Easton
Thrill of the Thunder,
page 35
Away from the WPCA
chuckwagon circuit, Albertabased photographer Paul is a
medical doctor specialising in
research and sleep medicine,
and shooter Carol is a health
care administrator.

2 Ian Cook
Silent Spring?, page 18
Ian Cook is the Grasslands
Conservation Manager
for Birds Canada. Based
in Minnedosa, Man., he is
a Professional Agrologist
and Certified Crop Advisor,
working to conserve wild
birds in prairie working
landscapes.
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3 Sid Marty

6 Tim Lasiuta

You Can’t Rebuild a
Mountain, page 24

Trailblazers, page 38

Multi-award-winning writer
Sid Marty writes mainly on
natural history and western
life and culture. He and his
wife, Myrna, live at the foot of
the mountains near Pincher
Creek, Alta.

4 Carrie Selin
Putting Grasslands to
Work in a New Way,
page 30
Carrie Selin is a stakeholder
engagement and extension
consultant with the
EcoServices Network. Her role
is to facilitate collaboration
and share knowledge that can
shift concepts of a grasslands
conservation market to reality.

Central Alberta’s Tim Lasiuta
is a regular contributor
and a collector of western
memorabilia, with a focus on
the Lone Ranger.

7 Dylan Biggs
The Sodbusters,
page 22
For over 20 years Dylan has
travelled extensively, sharing
his knowledge of lowstress cattle handling with
producers through livestock
handling demonstrations.
Dylan, his wife Colleen and
their children, run TK Ranch
near Hanna, Alta.

5 Dianne Finstad
What Does It Take to be
a Gateman?, page 46
Dianne’s happy place is behind
the rodeo chutes, covering the
sport she loves best — even
after more than 30 years,
the much-feted reporter is
an inductee into the Alberta
Sports Hall of Fame.
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On Social
Media

We asked rodeo historian Tom Reardon to
give us daily reports (blog) on the Wrangler National Finals Rodeo, held Dec 3–12,
at the new Globe Life Field in Arlington,
Texas, and the first-ever National Finals
Breakaway Roping.
As regular readers know, Tom is a shootfrom-the-hip writer, and while humour and
the cowboy “turn of a phrase” is his mainstay, he will also give his opinion — all of
which are reasons to bring him on board.
His blogs were one of our highest-rated
regular visits on our website, with thousands of daily readers tuning in to read
his views on pro rodeo. His posts are accurate, sometimes controversial and always
entertaining. To read 1–24 (he had a lot to
say), visit our website at CowboyCountryMagazine.com, click on IN THE NEWS, and
from the dropdown menu, click on Cowboy
News. You will have to click on “Older Posts”
at the bottom. Each one has the NFR logo.
Here are a few comments gleaned from
Facebook and our website:

‘‘
‘‘
‘‘
‘‘

Great coverage, Big Tom! Pretty well
the purest 73-year-old journalist in
Saskatchewan!
—Garry Pollock
Thanks to Cowboy Country for the
WNFR coverage!
—Dorothy Connors
Keep up the good work, Tom;
enjoy reading your chatter! Very
informative.
—Dana Cox Glanville
Yaaaayyyyy Canadian cowboys
—Ed J Cadieux

cowboycountrymagazine.com

Devil’s Head Ranch
I wanted to say how much I enjoyed the Christmas issue. Very interesting how
Heartland kept going, and the bunkhouses were great — especially the false
front Quonset.
My fave though was the photo of Devil’s Head Mountain. That’s the only
mountain I can recognize from our family farm near Three Hills, Alta., and I
always wondered if it was shaped as much like a head as it looks, but I’ve never
seen it up close. So that was fascinating. It must be a big mountain because you
can see it clearly from Olds to Airdrie.
—Candice Vetter, Russell, Ont.
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IN THE CORRAL
NEWS, VIEWS & HAPPENINGS FROM ACROSS THE CANADIAN WEST

Passing of
the Storm

WE’RE
ON A

POSTER COURTESY CALGARY STAMPEDE/LEXI HILDERMAN

THIS YEAR!
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The bright colours and swirling
movement of the dancer’s
ribbon dress is a symbol of
resilience, sacredness and
survival of First Nations
women, and in this poster it is
also meant to symbolize the
passing of the storm, says
Steve McDonough,
First Vice-Chairman of the
Calgary Stampede Board of
Directors about the 2021 poster.
Lexi Hilderman, a 22-year-old
Calgarian, is the winner of the
Calgary Stampede Youth Poster
Competition. Hilderman’s
artwork features a young Fancy
Dancer with rainbow ribbons
flowing from her regalia,
inspired by the image of a
young woman named Katari
Righthand from the Siksika
First Nation.
The Calgary Stampede Youth
Poster Competition is a unique
youth achievement program
that provides talented young
Albertans with the opportunity
to showcase their talent on
a world stage. Generously
funded by the Brandon Flock
Foundation, this program
provides one of Canada’s
largest art scholarships. As
the winning artist for 2021,
the Foundation awarded
Lexi Hilderman a $10,000
scholarship, and her artwork
will now become part of Calgary
Stampede history and be
distributed around the world.
“We’re very excited to take
this first step in sharing the
poster. While we don’t have all
the details about Stampede
2021 at this time, what we can
tell you is that we are here for
our community when they are
ready to ride again. And when
we can once again gather
together to celebrate, it will be
that much more meaningful,”
says McDonough.
Tickets are now on sale for
the 2021 Calgary Stampede at
calgarystampede.com, with
flexible and fully refundable
options.

cowboycountrymagazine.com
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Nita and her
husband,
the late Gus
Cameron
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Glen Bowles
1929–2020

Glen ranched near the east entrance to
Cypress Hills Interprovincial Park.

Finstad Hosts Ag
Congratulations to our regular
contributor Dianne Finstad who is once
again the host of a television show
focused on agriculture.
Finstad, who inked a deal with RFD-TV
Canada earlier in 2020, is ramrodding
the program Frontline Farming, available
in Canada. The show premiered in
November 2020.
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His rodeo grounds morphed into the location
for a music festival known as “Hootenanny In
The Hills” (’85–’94) and hosted Pow Wows for
his First Nations friends.
Always community-minded, Glen was a
councillor for Rural Municipality #111 for years
and judged the Maple Creek Ranch Rodeo for
well over a decade.

John Ware
Honoured in Texas
The Consulate General of Canada in Texas
and the Fort Worth Herd partnered up to
honour the life and legacy of famed Canadian
cowboy John Ware.
A mounted bronze plaque is now on display
in front of the Fort Worth Herd Viewing Pen
located adjacent to the Livestock Exchange
Building in the Fort Worth Stockyards.
Pioneer Black cowboy, horseman and
rancher John Ware helped bring 3,000 head
of cattle from the United States to a ranch
located in the foothills southwest of Calgary
in what is now Alberta.
“The history of the cowboy is diverse,” said
Trail Boss Kristin Jaworski. “Contributions
from cowboys like John Ware have made a
lasting impact on western culture. We are
grateful for the recognition of Mr. Ware’s
efforts and our partnership with the Consulate
General of Canada.”
“John Ware is a folk hero in Alberta for his
strength and horsemanship and his character
and triumph in the face of adversity,” said
Canadian Consul General Rachel McCormick.
“We appreciate the opportunity the Fort Worth

Herd has provided
to tell his story in Texas, where he learned
the cowboy and ranching skills that launched
his career.”
Visitors can view the plaque yearround in the Fort Worth Stockyards.
FortWorthHerd.com
Beginning Feb 8, Canadians are invited to
watch the documentary, John Ware Reclaimed,
on the National Film Board’s website. Visit
nfb.ca and search ‘John Ware Reclaimed.’
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The End of the Trail

PHOTOS COURTESY GRANT GRIFFIN; WESTERNER PARK

The outdoor arena at Alex Fraser Park in Quesnel, B.C., will soon be the Gus Cameron Arena.
The North Cariboo Joint Advisory Committee unanimously endorsed the decision to name the
arena after him. Ray Jasper, the President of the Quesnel Rodeo Club, says it’s hard to put into
words how much Gus meant to rodeo in Quesnel.
“Since I was a young fella, Gus has been the guy that we could all count on for the last 50+
years in the rodeo world in Quesnel,” said Jasper. “I don’t believe without Gus’ efforts we’d have
the facilities, the infrastructure and the rodeo grounds that we have.”
Jasper says the entire rodeo community, not only in Quesnel but also throughout the
province, thought very highly of Gus and his wife, Nita. The committee is brainstorming a
permanent memorial.
Gus Cameron passed away on Aug 30, 2020.

In addition to his cattle operation, he built
an arena in a natural amphitheatre where
he picked up for countless rough stock
practice sessions and held the Cypress Hills
Professional Rodeo in the 1970s.

PHOTOS BY KAREN POWELL/QUESNEL CARIBOO OBSERVER; COURTESY MARLEE BOWLES; DIANNE FINSTAD; CANADA POST

Honouring a Cowboy

Grant Griffin at a workin
g
ranch in Chile

In late February, Grant Griffin and his wife,
Carol, now of Cranbrook, B.C., embarked
on a Holland America cruise to the Chilean
Patagonia region.
One of the onshore trips the Griffins
enjoyed was a visit to a working cattle and
horse ranch south of Puerto Chacabuco in
the Chilean Patagonia.
The ranch raises commercial cattle, and
their national horse, the Chilean Corralero
or Chilean Criollo, descended from stock
brought to the Americas from Spain by the
Conquistadors.
Grant enjoyed a trail ride, riding on a
fleece-draped saddle on a sturdy ranch
horse along the Rio Simpson.
Grant is a retired range manager and
the former CEO of the Saskatchewan
Pasture program.

The fear of COVID
destroyed every
social gathering in
2020, and many of
these traditional events we will
never see again.
The latest casualty is the
Kamloops Cowboy Festival.
Founded in 1996 at the
height of the cowboy poetry
renaissance, the B.C. Cowboy
Heritage Society annually
staged the largest cowboy
festival in Western Canada.
The organization also
recognized and honoured those
who were stalwarts of cowboy
heritage in the province of
B.C. The outfit established the
B.C. Cowboy Hall of Fame, the
Kamloops Cowboy Festival, the
B.C. Cowboy Heritage Society
Student Scholarships, and the
Joe Marten Memorial Award
for the Preservation of Cowboy
Heritage in B.C.

cowboycountrymagazine.com

For the thousands of us
that attended, we experienced
some amazing moments both
on stage and in the audience,
and many of us formed lifelong
friendships. The golden hills
of Kamloops saw tears of
laughter, celebrations of life,
memorials, engagements, birth
announcements and some of
the best poetry and Western
music our hearts could hold.
On behalf of everyone
who attended this amazing
event, shared the spotlight,
volunteered, and showcased
their art — particularly the
saddlemakers, photographers,
cowboy poets, cartoonists,
trade show participants,
musicians, and of course, the
cowboys — thank you — we had
the time of our life!

Cowboy Kicks!
The arts meet the West on May 5, 2021,
with the launch of Cowboy Kicks, a
major fundraiser for Westerner Park
and the Canadian Pro Rodeo Sport
Medicine Team.
Uniquely Western, Cowboy
Kicks combines elements
of rodeo with an Albertan
artisan twist. Hand-painted
by Albertan artists, 20 oneof-a-kind fibreglass boots
will be auctioned off. Guests
will be treated to a hearty
western meal and an intimate
concert setting with an awardwinning Canadian country
music artist. More details
about the event and tickets
for Cowboy Kicks will be
available in early 2021 through
Westerner Park’s website at
westernerpark.ca/events.
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GIDDY UP

Matt Reeves
wrestling off
Tyson, 2020
WNFR. WNFR;
Tanner Milan
hazing on
Cody Cassidy’s
horse, Easy
Holland, known
as Salty. PRCA
photo courtesy
Roseanna Sales.

WITH GREG SHANNON
Remembering Rex Allen

Peterson Field Guide
to Birds of Western
North America

Shane Hanchey
on T.J., Round
One, WNFR,
Arlington,
Texas. PRCA
photo courtesy
Alaina Stangle.

5th Edition

One of the most trusted publications in bird identification,
this book is referenced by birders of all levels, thanks
to its famous system of identification and unparalleled
illustrations.
This guide features updated text and range maps, as well
as art updated to reflect current knowledge in ornithology.
One of the world’s greatest naturalists, Roger Tory
Peterson has received every major award for ornithology,
natural science, and conservation — as well as numerous
honorary degrees, medals, and citations, including the
Presidential Medal of Freedom. The Peterson Identification
System has been called “the greatest invention since
binoculars.”

Besides the fantastic Canadian broncs
and bares (and bulls!) that dominated
the WNFR, there were also some headturning timed-event horses, most
notably Curtis Cassidy’s Tyson and
Logan Bird’s T.J.
The Donalda-based powerhouse
Dashin Haze, a steer wrestling horse
better known as Tyson, has carried
many multi-award-winning riders to
the Vegas NFR, including Curtis, Scott
Guenthner and Bridger Chambers. In
2020, Tyson got a few more to the big
show, and this time he travelled to
Texas, where he was the rock-steady
star of steer wrestling, packing Curtis,

12

Matt Reeves, Jesse Brown and Blake
Knowles. Between Matt, Jesse and
Blake, these cowboys won or split
five go-rounds.
Does the horse owner get a slice?
You bet — traditionally, it’s called mount
money, and especially in an NFR like
this one, it adds up fast.
Tyson, the Canadian S.W. Horse of the
Year for 2018 & 2019, was also selected
as the PRCA/AQHA Top Steer Wrestling
Horse of the 2020 season.
Speaking of mount money, Logan
Bird of Nanton, Alta., got some jingle in
his jeans as three-time Canadian TieDown Roping (TDR) Champion Shane

Hanchey cinched his saddle on Bird’s
white flash of a gelding, Hollywood
Himself, known as T.J.
Hanchey is no stranger to the
impressive gelding since the Louisiana
cowboy rode him previously for two of
his Canadian championship buckles.
Hanchey made an impressive drive
for the Average (Aggregate). While he
did not win any go-round buckles, he
placed seven times in ten rounds to win
the Aggregate by over seven seconds.
The TDR ropers voted T.J. the 2016 &
2019 CPRA TDR Horse of the Year.
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Canadian Horse Power!

Peterson Field Guide to Birds of Western North America,
5th Edition by Roger Tory Peterson. Vinyl, 480 pages, $24.
Houghton Mifflin Books. MHMBooks.com

cowboycountrymagazine.com

The December sun shines through my upstairs home office
window. It feels good on my face. Melting snow runs off my
neighbour’s roof, spitting water out both sides of a clogged
eavestrough elbow. A small chatterbox of a bird flits around
grabbing a beakful of water from one side or the other. A
week from Christmas and plus-5 temperatures — what a
bizarre year.
Answering a ping, I find an urgent email from my
esteemed CFCW colleague who babysits my deadlines. The
column is due today, so here are a few words about my
favorite singing cowboy. No, not Roy Rogers — Rex Allen!
Rex was an early hero, starring in 19 Westerns wearing his
white Stetson and riding his amazing Morgan horse, Koko. I
loved the comic-relief from his two faithful sidekicks, Buddy
Ebsen (Jed Clampett) and the classic Slim Pickens, later
starring in Dr. Strangelove and Blazing Saddles.
Off-screen, romance was tough for Rex. He married
and divorced three times and was father to five, including
a daughter named Rexine (not kidding). His most famous
progeny, Rex Allen Jr., followed in his bootsteps.
Rex Allen went on to use his rich voice narrating for Walt
Disney Studios and in 1973, Hanna-Barbera used his talent to
weave the tale of Charlotte’s Web! He was the voice of many
Purina Dog Chow commercials, and continued voicing and
narrating into the early 1990s.
Two weeks before his 79th birthday in Tucson, Arizona, a
massive heart attack did what no movie Black Hat could do...
bring Rex Allen to the ground. He collapsed in his driveway,
still alive, but was then accidentally run over by his caregiver.
True story.
He was given a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame and
honoured with The Rex Allen Arizona Cowboy Museum and
Willcox Cowboy Hall of Fame in Willcox, Arizona. Across the
street is a bronze statue of Rex. It’s on my list to see before I
kick the bucket.

— Greg Shannon, 840 CFCW Morning Show Co-Host

Hear Greg Shannon & Co-Host Stella Stevens weekday
mornings on 840 CFCW! Email Greg with column suggestions:
greg@cfcw.com
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SPIRIT OF THE WEST | HUGH MCLENNAN

WHEEL TO WHEEL | BILLY MELVILLE
Excerpts are from the
Calgary Herald, Page 1,
Friday, July 13, 1923

Friday, the 13th

F

L

ike a working cowboy
whose most spectacular
bronc rides took place
way out in the hills where
nobody saw them, some of
the best interviews I’ve had
for The Spirit of the West have
never been heard.

The first time Baxter Black and I met was
about 23 years ago. We had an instant connection, and the interview was terrific. I
couldn’t wait to use it in a program. When
I got home and plugged in the cassette, I
found out that my microphone cord had a
loose wire. All I had were parts of the words.
It was unusable.
My first interview with Rex Allen Jr.
took place in a hotel suite in Tucson. His
dad, Rex Sr., had invited me up to record
some of his stories, and when we finished,
he called Rex Jr. in and said, “Chico, you
better sit down and tell Hugh some stories.”
14

About two minutes into a great session, Rex
Jr. looked at my cassette recorder and said,
“Shouldn’t that tape be going around?” My
batteries had died, and both Rexes looked
all over but couldn’t find any the right size.
Another one folks never heard.
Of all the great horsemen I’ve been honoured to interview, Joe Wolter was one of
the most interesting. By now I’d progressed
from cassettes to a mini disc recorder. The
conversation was warm and candid. Got
home to find out the whole thing had somehow been deleted.
Since those failed projects, I’ve been
saving all my interviews, programs, videos,
commercials, cattle records, ski passes,
Canadian Cowboy Country text, and picture
files — virtually everything — on a oneterabyte external hard drive.
So now, it was time to produce the “Best
of 2020” episode. The last program of each
year is a collection of highlights of the last
52 episodes.
I had many ideas about how the annual
“Best of” show would reflect as much positivity as possible. I fired up my computer,

tried to open up that hard drive — and
nothing happened.
For an old cowboy, I’ve managed to stay
fairly tech-savvy, but this one had me buffaloed. I tried everything from updating
drivers and more, but all that data was gone.
I tried repairing that drive with a calf puller,
chainsaw wrench, shoeing hammer and a
pair of fencing pliers — still nothing.
That’s why the final show of the season
was “The Best of 200” instead of 2020. It
was safely preserved on a cassette and, in
some ways, it might have been better than
what I had planned. It was only a coincidence that this happened in 2020, right?
Thank heavens Mark McMillan
had archived the radio programs, and
he sent them over by Pony Express.
Enjoy the show! c
Cattle rancher and horse trainer Hugh McLennan
and his wife, Billie, run their cattle in the beautiful
rangeland outside of Kamloops, B.C. Hugh is the
host of the multi-award-winning weekly radio
program, Spirit of the West, heard across Canada
and the U.S.
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Hugh MacLennan photographed using his highly-sensitive cowboy-tech
skills as he attempted to retrieve interviews from yesteryear

PHOTO BY BILLIE MCLENNAN

The
Best
Radio
Shows
Never
Heard

riday the 13th is a day
that generally puts
people on edge, but in
the history of chuckwagon
racing and the Calgary
Stampede, that day marks a
significant event.

The year 1923 was the first year the Calgary
Stampede would become an annual event,
and it was the first year that the worldfamous chuckwagon races were held. But
in addition to the contests held inside the
arena, the Calgary Stampede was offering prizes for contests and impromptu
performances outside the arena in what
was known as the “Morning Stampede” or
“Western Street Display.”
With the consent of the merchants on
8th Avenue between First Street East and
First Street West in downtown Calgary,
automobile traffic was restricted from 9:30
am to 11:00 am, and only saddle horses and
horse-drawn vehicles were allowed. The
streets were turned back to old cowtown
days, and the First Nations and Western
ranch displays were unique.
Among the many displays, for the first
time on record, a round-up breakfast was
cooked on Calgary’s main street when two
chuckwagons pulled up, unloaded their
cookstoves and cooked a couple of rounds
of hotcakes. Hundreds of people who
watched the demonstration were wishing
they still had an appetite for breakfast. With
upwards of 10,000 people in attendance
each morning, the “Morning Stampede” was
a success beyond anticipation.
Numerous cash prizes were donated
by the merchants and awarded to the best
dressed Cowboy, Cowgirl, First Nations
people, best Chuckwagon, etc., and were in
the range of $3 to $15. However, the biggest
prize — a whopping $25 — was offered “to
cowboycountrymagazine.com

Horace Inkster,
the cook at Jack
Morton’s CX
Ranch, serving up
pancakes at the
first Stampede
Breakfast on
Friday, July 13, 1923

the chuckwagon outfit putting on the most novel and entertaining
stunt during morning street displays.”
So on the morning of Friday, July 13, 1923, chuckwagon driver
Jack Morton galloped his chuckwagon down 8th Avenue in Calgary
with a bunch of “howling, whooping, rip-snorting bunch of cowboys.” Out came the old cookstove, and soon the inviting aroma of
sizzling hotcakes filled the air.
Horace Inkster, the cook for Jack Morton’s CX Ranch, hollered
out, “Who wants them — who’s hungry?” Spectators fought to
get to the front to bite into the luscious flapjacks that were being
turned out by the outfit’s cook. Jack Morton and his crew supplied
their eager guests with butter and maple syrup, introduced them
to their two tame badgers, and told them any kind of stories they
wanted to hear. Unlike the demonstration that had been held the
day before, it was embraced by upwards of 10,000 people who loved
that they could get right down and interact with the cowboys as
opposed to watching them perform at a distance from their seat in
the grandstand.
Unknown at that time, this was the start of a tradition that goes
hand-in-hand with the Calgary Stampede and chuckwagon racing
and continues to this day — the iconic Stampede Breakfast. c
Billy Melville is an author, noted historian and chuckwagon colour
commentator on Rural Radio (SiriusXM Ch 147) and CBC Sports. He is the
grandson of Orville Strandquist.
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My Two Front Teeth
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All I want for Christmas is my two front teeth.
These words were inspired in 1944 by a class
of second-graders in Smithtown, New York,
when their music teacher, Donald Yetter Gardner,
asked them what they wanted for Christmas. He
noticed that most of his students were missing at
least one of their front teeth. He wrote the song in
under 30 minutes, and Witmark Music Company
published it after an employee heard Gardner
sing it at a music teachers’ convention. Spike
Jones and the City Slickers originally recorded
it and it has since been covered by singers ranging from George Strait to Count von Count from
Sesame Street. But it’s not the story behind the
song that I wanted to speak of; it’s the sentiment
behind the words, All I Want, Is.
I’m writing these words as Christmas and the
New Year are approaching. By the time you’re
reading this, it’s more than a month past. It might
be that what you wanted for Christmas you
received, and your New Years’ resolutions were
achieved only to realize, it’s not really what you
wanted. As we grow older, often our desires and
expectations merge a little smoother, making
our choices a little easier, or maybe we learn to
be satisfied.
I often have conversations with people who
are questioning the choices they’ve made or are
faced with making. The choices are varied but
often deal with personal relationships, and what
to do or where to go next. I can always offer my
opinion, but I try to offer the best advice with
a question: what are your abilities, desires and
opportunities? Abilities we can increase with
diligent effort and application. Opportunities we
can sometimes influence to our advantage, but
desire we can’t create.

By now, you’re wondering how I came to
gather these thoughts into the same pen. Has
the “scrambled yolk” I wrote of a couple of issues
back altered my thinking, or am I suffering from
visions of importance (much like a politician)?
Truth is they were inspired by a sermon I heard
and the resulting conversation.
The sermon dealt with following your passion
and the conversation it sparked dealt with how
you determine your passion. This was further
fueled by the fact that one of the conversationalists was leaving the ranch job he’d been at and
was unsure of his next steps. He’d travelled across
the world to pursue his dream of being a cowboy,
achieved some success, but also realized it maybe
wasn’t his passion.
If we ride over into the pastures of personal/
spiritual life, we look for gates in scripture
that will let us into the pasture of satisfaction.
Matthew 11:28-30 is a teaching of Jesus’ about
keeping the rules — His rules versus man’s. It also
tells us that life/passion takes effort. Matthew
6:19-21 speaks of storing treasures and where
your heart/effort is found. What you value most,
you’ll keep close. Psalm 37:4 reminds us that if
we intentionally ride close, listen and follow God,
He’ll give us the desires of our heart.
Let me close the gate on this column with
some words from the writer of Ecclesiastes 8:15.
So I recommend having fun because there is
nothing better for people in the world than to eat,
drink and enjoy life.
So ride out and live life — and yes, like Mr.
Gardner’s Grade Two class, I’m hoping for not
just my two front teeth, but to get a full set. c

Bryn Thiessen is a rancher, poet, cowboy and preacher at Cowboy Trail Church in Cochrane. Bryn and his wife Bonny
market grass-fattened beef from their Helmer Creek Ranch southwest of Sundre, Alta.
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SILENT

SPRING?
By IAN COOK, P. AG

Horned Lark

Sprague’s Pipit

Sharp-tailed Grouse

Baird sparrow

Thick-billed Longspur

Saving Grassland Birds
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Western
Meadowlark,
Manitoba
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The sight of a hawk drifting silently overhead or the song
of a meadowlark breaking the evening stillness — birds
are part of what makes the prairie such a special place
and provide us with moments of beauty and simplicity in
our hectic and complicated lives.

The prairies are one of the big meeting places for birds
in Canada. Here, we are at the confluence of three
migratory flyways. Millions of songbirds stop here to
rest and refuel on their long migrations to the boreal
forest. Waterfowl and shorebirds raise their young in
and near the prairie potholes. The pastures flutter in
the spring and summer with grassland birds that are
unique to and reliant upon North America’s grasslands. The prairies, with its rich biodiversity, are one of
the most important ecosystems for birds across all of
North America.
Our North American birds are in trouble, though.
We have lost a staggering three billion birds since 1970.
Birds that rely on the grasslands throughout their lifecycle are among the hardest hit — we’ve lost 57 per cent
of them in the last 50 years.
The grasslands birds are icons of the Canadian West.
Just think of the Chestnut-collared Longspurs and their
incredible aerial display, which they use to attract mates
and to stake their claim on their piece of the prairie. Or
the Horned Larks with their black horns that seem to
be just trying to fit in with the cows. The huge Ferruginous Hawks and their voracious appetite for ground
squirrels; a pair will eat up to 500 in a season. And of
course, the Western Meadowlark, singing its lungs out
on a strand of wire. All of these birds are in decline, and
some have lost over 90 per cent of their populations.
Because of their varied roles in the ecosystem, birds
serve as indicators of ecosystem health — our presentday “canaries in the coal mine.” When we see these
declines in our grassland birds, it’s an indication that
the health of the ecosystem is also declining.
And while our grassland birds are having a really
tough time, others are doing really well, especially
cowboycountrymagazine.com

Chestnut-collared Longspur

ducks and geese. They have increased by 150 per cent in
Canada over the past 30 years, which is a testament to
what passionate and effective conservation can do. Now
our grassland birds need that same kind of attention!
Habitat loss is the main cause for the decline of our
grassland birds. On the Northern Great Plains, we lose,
on average, one acre of grasslands every minute. To
put that into perspective, Chestnut-collared Longspurs
need around two acres within a large grassland to nest
and raise their young. That means that every two minutes, at least one Chestnut-collared Longspur loses a
potential home.
The roads from resource development fragment
large areas of grasslands and the noise from drilling and
other activities disturb birds as well. If you’ve ever had
the misfortune of living in an apartment with noisy
neighbours, you can sympathize with these birds. Invasive species, like leafy spurge, create uniform vegetation
height. Grassland birds prefer a mosaic of short, tall and
medium-length vegetation, so leafy spurge is as bad for
birds as it is for livestock. The biggest driver to the loss
of grassland birds is the conversion of native prairie
to annual cropping. As some of you will know, there
is tremendous market pressure to cultivate land that
is in grass.
The prairie plants and animals evolved along with
grazing disturbance from free-roaming bison, and
grazing remains essential to keep grasslands healthy.
Without the bison, cattle and other livestock have
become vital to manage the health of the prairie ecosystem. They ensure a variety of vegetation heights
that grassland birds need, they enhance the diversity of
plants and even improve carbon sequestration. As farmers, ranchers and landowners, you are the guardians
19
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of one of the world’s most endangered ecosystems, the
prairie grasslands. So, you are integral to the survival of
our grassland birds!
A healthy prairie ecosystem provides crucial ecological goods and services to the people that live here,
including water filtration, flood and drought mitigation,
and fostering biodiversity. The birds control rodents
and insects, cycle nutrients through foraging and waste
processing, facilitate seed distribution, and pollinate
plants. Creating a landscape that is good for birds
means a landscape that it is good for biodiversity as a
whole. Keeping our working landscapes healthy and
resilient protects our rural way of life.
Birds Canada is working on finding mutually beneficial ways to help prairie landowners continue to make a
living on the land while providing habitat for the huge
diversity of birds that rely on this landscape.
One of the steps we’ve taken is the production of
the Grasslands Conservation Incentives Guide. The Guide
compiles over 45 programs and funding sources avail-
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Bird-Friendly Actions
for Landowners
& Producers

Bird-friendly actions
for everyone
BUY BIRD-FRIENDLY PRODUCTS

PROVIDE A MOSAIC OF HABITAT STRUCTURE

Many birds spend their winters in Central and South
America. Shade-grown, bird-friendly coffee provides
habitat for these migratory birds on their wintering
grounds. Buying Canadian beef — or even better, Canadian grass-fed beef — supports a system that provides
habitat for birds.

Providing areas that have short, medium and long
grasses and forbs, such as native purple prairie clover,
on your property creates places for a wide range of bird
species to nest and forage. This can be achieved by
rotational grazing or having low stocking densities on
your pastures.

Over 25 million birds die each year in Canada when
they collide with windows. Many of those collisions are
at homes. There are lots of inexpensive options for purchase or DIY to prevent birds from flying into windows.

KEEP NATIVE PRAIRIE INTACT

This is the best thing that any landowner can do for
grassland birds. Native prairie is crucial to their survival
and virtually impossible to replace.

PREVENT WINDOW COLLISIONS

BIRD-FRIENDLY HAYING

KEEP CATS INDOORS

An outside-in cutting pattern concentrates birds in
the middle of the field where they are often killed
by tractor tires or cutter bars. Cutting hay in an
inside-out pattern allows birds to flush outwards
to safety. Installing a flushing bar on your haying
equipment gives birds extra time to get out of the
way of haying equipment.
Young grassland birds learn to fly around the
middle of July. As a result, the adult birds tending the
nests and their young are often killed by haying equipment or trampled by livestock. Delaying haying or using
lighter stocking rates on at least a portion of your hay
land and pastures until July 15 will help save a lot of
grassland birds.

Outside of habitat loss, cats are the biggest threat to
birds, killing 100 million birds annually in Canada.
Keeping your cats inside and making sure that they
are spayed or neutered to prevent feral cats will help
birds out a lot!
LEARN ABOUT BIRDS

Birds lead fascinating lives and are a lot of fun to learn
about. Building and watching bird feeders and bird
houses are great activities to do with kids, and the
whole family can learn about the birds that visit!
WELCOME BIRDS HOME
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Download the Grasslands Conservation Incentives
Guide at birdscanada.org. I found that the fastest
way to find it, is to simply type “grasslands” in
their search bar.

LINKS
 To learn more about how to help birds
or get involved in citizen science, visit
birdscanada.org
 To donate to our grasslands work, visit
birdscanada.org/give
 To learn more about how our Canadian
birds are doing, visit: nabci.net/resources/
state-of-canadas-birds-2019

JOIN A CITIZEN SCIENCE PROGRAM

 Or read the scientific paper here
science.sciencemag.org/content/366/6461/120

Visit birdscanada.org/you-can-help/citizen-science
to get involved!

PLANT NATIVE SPECIES

When establishing new pastures or hay ground, use
a diverse mix of native grasses and forbs (clover, for
example). If you are restoring riparian areas or planting
windbreaks, use native shrubs and trees. Even planting
a native prairie garden in your backyard helps provide
season-long food for pollinators and birds.
ONLY APPLY INSECTICIDES IF NECESSARY

A favourite food for many grassland birds are insects,
especially grasshoppers. So birds provide a natural pest
control. Only a handful of grasshoppers out of the many
that occur on the prairies are actually pests so make
sure the ones observed are pests. Contact your provincial entomologist to learn more about how to identify
pest species of grasshoppers.
Canadian Cowboy Country April/May 2021
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able across the prairies to help landowners preserve,
improve, or restore prairie habitats. There are also
resources for biodiversity and range health best management practices, as well as information on the prairie
birds that landowners will be helping out when they
participate in the programs in the guide.
Every one of us, either as producers or consumers,
can help protect wild birds. The following includes
some suggestions that will have a positive impact
on our birds.
By participating in the programs in the Guide and
doing some of the things mentioned, you help ensure
that our winged neighbours have a space and remain
a part of the prairie landscape. Birds, the prairie, and
people all depend on one another to make our prairie a
diverse, resilient and beautiful place to live.

Birds Canada has corralled all of the current information available and created a comprehensive
guide featuring all of the national programs, plus
the provincial programs in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta. The Guide highlights information
from national programs such as The Nature Conservancy of Canada, to the provincial programs,
including Ag Action Manitoba, Ducks Unlimited
Saskatchewan, and Cows and Fish in Alberta.

 To read up on the loss of 3 billion birds in
North America and how you can help, visit
birds.cornell.edu/home/bring-birds-back

Birds Canada provides many exciting opportunities
across the country to participate in citizen science programs, which provide important data to monitor bird
population trends. A great program to get started with is
our Project Feeder Watch! c
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Burrowing Owl

There are national and provincial programs,
including grants, to help landowners preserve
nesting and living sites in grasslands areas
and waterways.

Plant native vegetation in your yard that provides a
variety of cover and food for birds.

PARTICIPATE IN PROGRAMS

Alternative watering systems, invasive species control
and cross-fencing for rotational grazing are examples
of the programs in the Conservation Incentives Guide that
have a role to play in bird conservation. Check out our
incentives guides to see what fits your situation and
participate!

GRASSLANDS
CONSERVATION HELP
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THE SODBUSTERS
By DYLAN BIGGS

The new buzzword sweeping through some
agriculture circles is “regenerative.” It has
also been glommed onto by some consumers
who want to support regenerative ag models.
Overall it is a positive development, but at the
risk of sounding jaded, I can’t help but think
that what’s old is becoming new again.

TK Ranch
intern, Catie
MacLennan
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North America’s native rangelands have
existed since the last ice age, around about
10,000 years — what is more regenerative
than that? I get a kick out of talking to some
of these suddenly intrigued folks who ask
if we practice regenerative agriculture. I
explain that native grasslands have been
around for quite a while, and when we are
blessed with rain, the grass grows pretty
well every year of my life so far. They give
me a blank stare, uncomprehending of the
point I am making. It’s better than talking to
radical vegans though.
Since the settlement of the prairies, most
of Western Canada’s native prairie has disappeared under the plough. I am reminded of a
Charles M. Russell quote who, upon witnessing the homesteaders arriving and watching
the prairie being turned with the plough,
said, “I long for the day that coyotes grow big
enough to eat the sodbusters.” Needless to say,
that didn’t happen, and here we are today left

As ranchers, we love what we do. Still,
for us to continue and for future generations
to want to follow in our footsteps, it has to
be financially viable or people will continue
ploughing up what is left until it is gone.
Ranching isn’t for the faint of heart.
Attracting the next generation to commit
their lives to the pursuit of ranching will
require we damn sure aren’t driving them
away. One thing I know we can improve is
making cattle work more family-friendly.
After growing up with a dad who liked
to yell at everything, and doing my livestock
handling clinics with other ranch families
for the last 25 years, I know how challenging it can be for everyone to keep their cool
and not say anything they will regret. Not
only do Mom and Dad begrudgingly admit
to the yelling, but kids get caught up in the
crossfire or direct line of fire as well. I know
I did. When I was 18, I remember we were
pushing cows up a big alley into the corrals.
The yelling was ramping up to fever pitch
and I remember thinking, “There must be
some other way to get this job done.” Thank
goodness I ran into the likes of Ray Hunt
and Bud Williams. Combine these corral/

personal dynamics with witnessing their
parents struggle financially, and many a
ranch kid has decided that life off the ranch
might be quite an improvement.
To make ranching regenerative well into
the future, we have no shortage of challenges. It will require astute, conscientious
management of the land, animals, families,
and finances to succeed. Also, we have to get
better at telling our stories and connecting
with consumers. The grasslands need livestock to stay healthy, and grasslands need
grazing and rest. Cattle need to be moved,
and herding cattle with handling skills that
keep our cattle calm and content, and our
family engaged, is a part of the story that
will resonate with consumers. Consumers
want to know that our grasslands and our
livestock are handled with care and respect.
We can no longer assume that our native
grasslands will always be here, and in the
final analysis, what is at stake, what we can
lose, is our traditional ranching lifestyle. c
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What’s at Stake

with only four per cent of our native grasslands. Charles was on the prairie to see the
country transformed before his eyes, and
I wonder what he would think if he saw
the countryside now? How long will these
remnants last?
It is said that love turns the world but
money greases the wheel. With oilseed
and grain prices where they are now,
more native grassland will be farmed this
spring. For those of us who value both
the native grasslands and life on it with
cattle and horses, our task will be to tell
our stories.
We must show the truly regenerative and resilient nature of well-managed
grasslands with all their diversity, and to
document the biological goods and service that are part and parcel of healthy
grasslands, to get people to appreciate its
contribution to our quality of life.
There is a growing segment of consumers willing to pay a premium for beef
produced from a regenerative system; it is
up to us to step up to the plate and communicate all the benefits of grassland
agriculture.
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You Can’t
Rebuild a

Mountain
By SID MARTY

Mountain top
removal for coal,
Teck Resources
Elkview Operations
mine just across
the border in B.C.
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The Crowsnest Pass is celebrated for its colourful
past of rum runners and hardy coal miners — men
and families from all over Canada and Europe who
came to work in its underground mines.
But through its boom-and-bust cycles, the
area seemed cursed by disaster. The Frank
Slide on Turtle Mountain took 90 lives and
an entire town in 1903; in l914 the Hillcrest
Mine disaster, Canada’s worst, claimed 189
men and left 250 children fatherless. At
Coal Creek, 128 men died in 1902 and 34
in l917; 30 died at Bellevue in 1910 — the
list goes on.
You might think people were relieved
to be free of Old King Coal by l983, when
the last mine shut down, at Coleman. You
might be wrong. My rancher neighbour, the
late Steve Sekella, liked digging coal in the
Bellevue mine; the pay helped him keep
the ranch afloat. But the world moved on
to strip mining, and people in the Pass still
commute to the Teck Resources mines at
Sparwood for good-paying jobs. As one Pass
miner put it to me, “We don’t dig our own
graves anymore.”
Meanwhile, the economy in the Pass has
stagnated for decades; it’s hard to motivate
young adults to build a life here. But the
rich deposit of coking coal five kilometres
north of Blairmore, at Grassy Mountain,
had come to the attention of the Australian

mining industry. So in 2013, when Australian-owned Riverdale Resource’s Benga
Mining came calling with a proposal to
reopen and expand Grassy, offering 400
jobs in the process, many in the Pass
greeted the proposal with enthusiasm. Others, however, who had moved to the Pass for
its sublime mountain scenery, blue-ribbon
trout streams, cross-country skiing and
other outdoor pursuits, greeted the idea
with trepidation and suspicion.
Some are now actively opposing it. They
and many other Albertans have made
themselves heard at the joint Alberta and
federal government review panel, which
recently wrapped up hearings on Benga’s
proposal. A decision is expected by June.
In 2018, Steve Mallyon, CEO of Riversdale, told the Sydney mining club that
Alberta’s low royalties, compared to Australia, were a main factor in Riversdale’s plan
to “really become a multi-mine producer
in that area.” Recently it has become clear
that the Grassy Mountain project is just the
tip of the dozer blade for what the Kenney
government has in mind for Alberta’s front
ranges. Those who oppose it believe that
25
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Exploration
road hacked
into the side of
the mountain

Helicopter
used for
birds-eye
photography

Mac Blades, Rocking P Ranch

“If left unchallenged,
the UCP government and its
coal miner clients will turn Wilf
Carter’s Blue Canadian Rockies,
outside of park boundaries at
least, into a slag heap from the
Crowsnest Pass to Grande Cache,
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version of Appalachia.”

all of the water in the South Saskatchewan
River basin is already allocated. Alberta’s
only recourse is to conserve water and protect the source quality and quantity in our
mountain headwaters.
Under the Lougheed plan, the east-slope
mountains and foothills were divided into
four categories, from 1 to 4, with 1 having the most protection since it included
parklands and alpine headwaters. Category
2 included major river valleys, such as
the Livingstone and Oldman, which were
also protected but with allowances considered for underground mining; open-pit
mines would not normally be considered.
Category 3 included agricultural private
property. Category 4 included lands where
some mining had taken place previously.
Under that policy, Alberta would, wherever mining was still allowed to continue,
“behave like an owner” and collect 1/3 of the
mining revenue for the treasury. The plan
discouraged strip-miners from trying their
luck in Category 2 lands.
This plan was an obstacle to Australian coal miners and to Robin Campbell,

President of the Coal Association of Canada.
Campbell, himself a former Minister of the
Environment, set about convincing the Kenney government to get rid of it.
In 2017, Premier Jason Kenney had
vowed to “get the Alberta government out
of the business of business... because when
politicians are risking your money instead
of their own, you might as well send them
to the casino. I mean they have no incentive
to get it right.” But two years later Kenney
went to the casino on behalf of Keystone XL
and bet $1.5 billion taxpayer dollars that
Donald Trump would win the U.S. presidential election (and therefore the pipeline
would be built, as planned). We know what
happened; President Biden immediately
cancelled the permit, as promised. After
his billion-dollar crapshoot came up snake
eyes, Kenney said Biden had betrayed us,
that he should have consulted with Canada
before cancelling.
But that’s only one of Premier Kenney’s
reckless bets.
A shrewd UCP politician is not about to
waste a perfectly good crisis like COVID-19.
Canadian Cowboy Country April/May 2021
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if they can’t stop Benga Mining at Grassy
Mountain, they won’t stop all the mines
that are lined up to follow in Grassy’s wake.
Some 100,000 Albertans have signed
petitions to stop open-pit mining; many of
them first heard about the issue in a YouTube video posted by popular country singer
Corb Lund. None of them sees the value in
destroying our mountains to run C02-belching blast furnaces in China to profit
Australian miners and their shareholders.
Since l976, coal mining in our Alberta
mountains was regulated by the Lougheed
era Coal Development Policy. It was enacted
to protect water, fragile alpine terrain and
wildlife in the Rockies. Our mountains
are the natural water towers of Western
Canada. Every spring, the melting of deep
winter snowpacks recharges our aquifers
and feeds the rivers of the plains. The snowpacks are crucial because melting glaciers,
which top-up part of our water supply in
late summer, are rapidly disappearing. Over
time, the annual flow in our main rivers is
decreasing, and, ominously for coal miners
who need beaucoup H20 to wash their coal,

our very own made-in-Alberta
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Deformed cutthroat trout caught in the Elk
River by Paul Samycia of Elk River Guiding
Company. Its gill cover is partially missing.

So on a Friday afternoon before the 2020
May long weekend — in the middle of the
worst pandemic since the Spanish Flu of
1918 — Kenney bet that Albertans wouldn’t
notice if he cancelled Peter Lougheed’s
1976 Coal Development Policy for Alberta,
thereby opening up 1.4 million hectares of
Alberta’s Rocky Mountain splendour for
strip mining and mountain top removal. If
left unchallenged, the UCP government and
its coal miner clients will turn Wilf Carter’s
Blue Canadian Rockies, outside of park
boundaries at least, into a slag heap from the
Crowsnest Pass to Grande Cache, our very
own made-in-Alberta version of Appalachia.
In the south, aside from Grassy Mountain, four Australian mining companies
want permission for open-pit mines in both
Category 4 and 2 lands that would stretch
from Tent Mountain, just south of the Pass,
all the way to the latitude of Chain Lakes,
an area some 800 square kilometres in size.
And these miners have the ear of the Kenney government — bigly.
The idea was to “modernize” our “obsolete” coal policy, because nowadays, the
cowboycountrymagazine.com

Kenney government posits, our incredibly
advanced mining technology and worldclass environmental protection (that has
resulted in thousands of abandoned oil
and gas wells for example) would protect
the mountains much better by mining
them than by keeping them as God (and
Peter Lougheed) left them. In fact, as miners assure us, the pits left behind would
be reclaimed and the land would be even
better after mining was done. It really takes
a miner to look at a proud, lofty mountain,
home to grizzly bears, golden eagles and
prowling mountain lions, and envision
a mammoth hole in the ground as an
improvement.
Professor David Schindler of the University of Alberta, a world-renowned
expert on freshwater ecology, acid rain
and climate change, sums it up this way:
“The best example of why you shouldn’t
mine in mountain watersheds comes from
Appalachia where mountaintops have been
pushed into streams, aquifers have been
destroyed, and selenium and other toxic
trace metals contaminate the watershed.”

To picture this future, we need look no
further than the Teck Resources mines
just across the Great Divide. By 2014, Teck
spent some $25 million on a new water
treatment plant at Line Creek, yet selenium
discharges from the plant still resulted in a
$1.4 million fine levied under the Federal
Fisheries Act in 2017 for contaminating the
Elk River. This fine was little more than a
hiccup in Teck’s $17 billion in profits. Selenium, a bio-accumulator in the food chain,
causes massive die-offs of young fingerlings
and deformities in adult fish, including
threatened species like cutthroat and bull
trout. Selenium poisoning can cause health
problems in humans as well. The contamination from Teck’s mines is long-standing.
It extends all the way down to the USA
via the Koocanusa Reservoir, and it is the
source of ongoing international tensions
between Canada and the USA. Teck now
has to truck fresh water to some Sparwood
residents who have had their wells contaminated by selenium.
Benga’s proposed mine, which borders on a creek crucial to cutthroat trout
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production, would use the same source
of coking coal as its B.C. neighbour and
would employ a selenium control model
pioneered by Teck Resources. Benga Mining’s submissions to the Joint Review Panel
claim such contamination would be “negligible.” Biologist A. Dennis Lemly, a leading
expert on selenium pollution states plainly
the submission has “no basis in fact.” He
predicts selenium will contaminate the
local creeks that flow into the Crowsnest
River, thence into the Oldman River, the
main source of water for about 210,000
Albertans, and this leaching from the mines
rock waste will continue long after the proposed mine ceases production. Selenium
pollution from open-pit coal mines is a
global problem, and the element lingers
in aquatic ecosystems for decades, possibly centuries. “Effective treatment doesn’t
exist,” insists Lemly. “Only case after case of
selenium pollution and resultant poisoning
of fish and wildlife.”
The biggest change in rescinding
Lougheed’s policy was to open up Category 2 lands for open-pit mining. But it
also opens up mining even in Category 1
lands when mineral rights are privately
owned. Meanwhile, the royalties accruable
to the government will drop to as low as
one per cent.
Not surprisingly, many people, distracted
by the plague no doubt, missed the news
about the rescinding of the coal policy or did
not realize its import at first. One Albertan
who “got it” was celebrated Tyee columnist
Andrew Nikiforuk. Nikiforuk is to the UCP
government what a coyote is to a grizzly
bear, a bloody nuisance who is always yapping and snapping at bruin’s butt while Griz
is struggling to pull the wool over the nearest
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sheeple. Like a wily coyote, Nikiforuk started
digging into a dung pile of government misinformation to find a meaty bone of fact. He
discovered that the only citizen the government had consulted about changing the coal
policy was Robin Campbell of the CAC — go
figure. What he also unearthed were two love
letters: one from Economic Development
and Tourism Minister Tanya Fir (October 29,
2019) and one from Environment Minister
Jason Nixon (December 05, 2019). Both were
addressed to Valory Resources, an Australian coal mining Company, which hoped to
develop its Blackstone Project, a metallurgical coal mine near Rocky Mountain House.
Both letters affirmed that “Alberta is open
for business,” and Fir (who would later be
demoted by Premier Kenney for vacation
travel during the pandemic) gushed in print
about “your exciting project,” promising that
“red tape would be reduced by a third,” and
likewise corporate taxes would be reduced
by 1/3 within four years. There is no mention
at all by Fir about what effect mountain top
strip mining might have on her tourism
industry constituents, or their customers,
the hunters, fly fishers, hikers, skiers and
even the UCP’s beloved clients, the ATV
riders. Nor does the Environment minister
or his lobbyist evince any concern about
what negative effect mountain top removal
might have on water, wildlife or other longestablished industries, such as forestry
or ranching.
These letters were written months
before Lougheed’s coal policy was
rescinded. But although Albertans were
kept in the dark about government plans,
the Australian mining industry was not
only well informed but busy filing applications for exploratory drilling in the

mountains, getting in their dibs prior to the
policy being rescinded.
By February 2020, Valory was touting
the proposal in an investor presentation
and touting Alberta as a “mature mining
jurisdiction with a streamlined permitting
process” (meaning, no pesky red tape to
slow down the process). It even printed the
Nixon and Fir letters to back up its sale’s
pitch. In the days after the old policy was
scrapped, all hell broke loose in the mountain backcountry; hundreds of kilometres
of roads have been built and countless drill
pads set up by the Australians, this before
even one mine has been approved.
One group that stands to lose the most
from these changes is ranchers along Alberta’s celebrated Cowboy Trail. These days,
Alberta ranchers Mac and Renie Blades
of the Rocking P Ranch lie awake at night,
worrying about the future of their ranch
and the future of Alberta.
The Blades family, including three sisters and a nephew who are also ranchers,
have been raising cattle here for 120 years.
They have a grazing permit in the Alberta
Forest reserve and own a deeded quarter at
the foot of Cabin Ridge, about 50 kilometres
north of Coleman. Every year they drive
their cattle over a pass in the Livingstone
Range and down to the Livingstone River
area to graze the healthy mountain grasses.
Cabin Ridge Coal plans to explore the coal
deposits here with 197 drill sites serviced
by 15 new and 19 “reactivated roads,” with
nine new stream crossings. These plans
alone will have a devastating effect on the
Blade’s operations.
If Premier Kenney felt betrayed by
President Biden cancelling the XL pipeline
without consulting Alberta, you can imagine how the Blades and other Albertans
feel about Alberta cancelling the coal policy
that protected their mountains and their
water supplies without a word of warning to its own citizens. All for a pittance, to
make it worse.
As their ranching neighbour Gordon
Cartwright puts it, “Why would we give this
away? We’re liquidating our assets, not just
the coal but our landscapes, our watersheds
and there’s nothing that makes long-term
economic sense about this. It’s opportunities for Australians, not Albertans.”
But cowboys don’t take abuse without
punching back. The Blades are one of
the parties currently battling the Alberta
Government in court to try and overturn
its decision on the coal policy. In the next
Canadian Cowboy Country April/May 2021
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Mac and Renie
Blades of the
multi-generational
Rocking P Ranch
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two months, a judge will decide whether to
allow their legal action, opposed by government lawyers, to proceed.
Premier Jason Kenney has a mountain
lion by the tail. The government has been
lambasted with letters from rural Albertans,
its crucial political base, including mayors
and reeves demanding that it reinstate
the old coal policy. On February 8, in an
unprecedented turn around for the UCP
poohbahs, Minister Sonya Savage declared
that the government would do just that.
Meanwhile, she promised to consult the
public on a modernized policy, which “is
what we should have done in the beginning… The concept of blowing the tops
off the mountains, that will not happen.”
But wait a moment; could this be ye old
bait and switch?
Because mountain top removal mines
already in the exploration stage, such as
Tent Mountain, Chinook project and Grassy
Mountain, (Category 4) and Cabin Ridge
(Category2) are continuing exploration,
with more and more damage to the watershed, undercutting the minister’s credibility.
Meanwhile, the government plans
to solve the miner’s water shortage by
amending the Oldman River Water Basin
Allocation Order of 2003, which set aside
11,000 acre-feet, mainly for irrigation, to
mitigate against the social and economic
disruption created by the reservoir. Now,
according to the government, some 64 per
cent will be available for coal mines—free of
charge. (Having a free water license is wonderful; it means you can sell it when the coal
market fails and your mine goes bankrupt).
There have been no comprehensive studies
of headwater stream flows that justify such
an allocation. Because these streams are
home to threatened species of bull trout and
cutthroat trout, the whole idea is probably
illegal under the Federal Fisheries Act. The
Reeves of MD9 and of Ranchlands, where
the Blades family resides, has officially
demanded that the government “honour
its past commitments and seek meaningful
input from the residents and jurisdictions
impacted by the Order, before even considering altering it in the future.”
Meanwhile, the rancher’s lawsuit continues, in hopes of shining more light on this
entire underhanded process.
“We want to stop this, and not just
for us,” says Mac. “The pure water that
comes out of that country, once it’s gone,
it’s irreplaceable. You can’t rebuild a
mountain.” c
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The Rocking P’s deeded quarter
near Livingstone River at the foot of
proposed Cabin Ridge strip mine

“The pure water that comes out of that
country, once it’s gone, it’s irreplaceable.”

Exploratory drilling for coal
on the proposed Cabin Ridge
strip mine, on the other
side of the mountain from
the Rocking P’s pristine
land. Erosion from such
disturbances winds up in
streams, coating the bottoms
with calcite that destroys
trout spawning beds.
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services for free is no longer a viable longterm option.
“Market returns for commodities in the
absence of market returns for ecosystem
service benefits inevitably drive land use
decisions away from the production of ecosystem services benefits,” adds Bill.
In its simplest form, the ecosystem services are calculated, verified, and bought
and sold via an exchange. The functioning
of the exchange is a bit more complex, so
along with their partners, the WSGA has
identified the key elements required. Overall, the exchange needs to give both buyers
and sellers transparency and confidence in
the transactions to build long-term stability
for the market.
[Editor’s note: For example, say you own
100 hectares of native grass, and through your
lands begins the headwaters of a major city
water source, like the Bow River. Your native
grass is a product, and your sheltering and filtering the headwaters is a product. So, you can
sell your very valuable product (not the land,
just the benefits) to an interested party. Soon,
you could be signing a contract for potentially
significant dollars — all without giving up your
land or your land rights. — TM]

Putting Grasslands
to Work in a New Way
How ranchers in southern Alberta are tapping into the
value of their grasslands’ ecosystem services

It is widely known that Alberta’s grasslands provide many benefits
to people such as places to live, landscapes to enjoy and pastures
to raise cattle for food. But grassland ecosystems also provide
benefits to society that are not as recognized, such as carbon
storage and sequestration, water storage, water purification and
habitat for prairie-dependent plants and animals.
For several years now, the EcoServices
Network (ESN) has been striving to help
landowners, governments and organizations understand the demand for and value
of ecosystem services — who will pay, the
costs and potential supply of ecosystem
services, and the use of various tools for participation in ecosystem services markets.
“Markets for ecosystem services benefits
offer a way of recognizing the value healthy
ecosystems provide to society,” explains
Brian Ilnicki, executive director of Land
Stewardship Centre, a long-standing partner in the ESN. “Currently, many ecosystem
services benefits produced by grasslands are
not recognized in any marketplace.”
In southern Alberta, as demand for
diverse land use expands, so do the challenges to conserve grasslands. Changes
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in grassland land use often come at the
expense of native prairie. And despite the
environmental benefits grasslands provide,
existing incentives for maintaining native
grasslands are limited and have variable
attractiveness to ranchers. The Western
Stock Growers’ Association (WSGA) recognizes these challenges and, with support
from ESN, is working towards developing a
viable, market-based solution that will help
conserve these valuable ecosystems and
provide incentives to ranchers for the land
management decisions they make to sustain and regenerate them.
“We have championed the creation of a
grassland conservation exchange as means
to not only recognize and capture the value
healthy grassland ecosystems provide to
society, but to provide landowners with

incentives for sound land management
decisions,” says Bill Newton, a governor
with the Western Stock Growers Association. “This model is good for grasslands and
ranchers, but also for society because everyone benefits from the ecosystem services
that healthy grasslands provide.”
The WSGA has long recognized the need
for establishing a market for ecosystem
services because this is their members’
livelihoods, their lifestyles, and their skin in
the game. As a true grassroots organization
that understands the complexity of a conservation marketplace and its implications
for the rancher, it is important for WSGA to
champion this exchange.
“The reality is there are significant costs
associated with land ownership — acquisition costs, ongoing costs, opportunity
costs,” explains Bill. “Our land management
decisions must incorporate profitability
if we want to continue to be landowners
and ranchers.”
Pressures to convert grasslands for
real estate development or transition into
higher value crop production are very real.
Continuing to provide grassland ecosystem
Canadian Cowboy Country April/May 2021

time we also start to recognize their value
within the economy accordingly.”
Sustainability, economic viability and
maintaining important prairie habitat is
possible through a grassland conservation
market. It’s a win-win-win for ranchers,
the economy, the environment, and society
in general. c
 For more information about the grasslands
conservation exchange contact the Western
Stock Growers’ Association at wsga.ca.
 Learn more about EcoServices Network at
ecoservicesnetwork.ca.
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By Carrie Selin | EcoServices Network

In his annual address
in mid-January, ATB
Financial chief economist
Todd Hirsch referenced
British economist Hazel
Henderson’s idea of the
economy as a four-layer
cake composed of foundational layers that include
the market (private sector), non-market (public
sector), community, and
natural environment. Todd
encouraged people to think
about these layers and how they interact
with each other in order of “foundation”
rather than in order of “importance.” Hirsch
explains there is an order of foundation
on which a strong economy is built. All the
layers are important, but the natural environment is at the base and “without fresh
air, without fresh water and resources that
are in good shape, none of the rest of this is
going to matter.”
In the context of what WSGA is trying
to achieve with a grassland exchange, Bill
concurs. “Grasslands and the ecosystem
services they provide are foundational. It’s
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WHAT WORKS FOR US
A lot of the ranches in southwest
Sometimes we have to assist with the
Saskatchewan started with sheep. Before
birth, but probably no more than with
synthetics, all cloth, whether bedding or
cattle. But if a ewe is having twins or
clothing, was made of wool or cotton — or,
triplets, she might need help. A couple of
if you had the money, silk.
years ago, out of 250 ewes, we had a dozen
But sheep are more than wool or meat;
sets of triplets.
they can play a big part in the eradication
Most ewes often don’t have enough
of noxious weeds, especially burdock, leafy
milk to support three. We’ll bring them
spurge, and brush. There are other kinds
in and supplement their feed. We’ll often
of weeds over in Alberta that we don’t
take one away and graft the lamb onto
have here. We did that for years, grazing
another ewe that has lost hers, or they’re
weeds on ranches, PFRAs, and commubottle-fed.
nity pastures.
Predators aren’t usually an issue. We
It’s really effective, but you have to keep
have big guard dogs now; they’re a cross
Hall of Fame stock dog handler Dale
at it. With leafy spurge, after about three
of Great Pyrenees, Maremma and Akbash.
Montgomery and his wife, Dawn, along with
years you can see quite a bit of improveThey are the saviours of sheep. I don’t
Sue (front) and Peg
ment. The spurge will be down, and the
know why they weren’t used 100 years
grass will be coming back in. What hapago — they’ve been over in Europe for
pened with some of these programs we were in, they didn’t keep
1,000 years.
at it long enough. We’d be in one area for three years, then they’d
Eventually, we tag the lambs, but before we lamb, I paint-brand
move us to another location, so it really didn’t get the full effect.
all of the ewes with special spray paints that wash out, and I paint a
But all told, the best part about lambing season is when it’s over
number on their fleece. My ewe lambs get a red number, beginning
— and that’s what works for us.”
with number 1, plus the same number as their ewe.

We’re Not Kidding

B

By TERRI MASON

esides the ubiquitous cow and horse, two more animals integral to the cowboy lifestyle
are goats and sheep. I would hazard to guess that few (if any) old brand ranches in the
West didn’t start out with flocks of sheep, and today, they are making another comeback
in noxious weed control. Plus, their by-product is essential in the production of the gray
wool sweater that is a buckaroo fashion statement.
Another animal is goats — specifically, Angora goats. You can’t have woolly chaps without them,
and you have to be an experienced and diligent livestock producer to have successful kidding.
I’ve interviewed two of the best in the business, and I hope you enjoy another aspect of the
most wonderful time of the year — spring births.

Bringing in a flock of Corriedale sheep is Dale Montgomery, two of his border
collies, Sue and Peg, and the flock’s large, white guard dogs (in the flock)

Montgomery
Border Collies
Owners: Dale & Dawn
Montgomery
Nearest town:
Maple Creek, Sask.
Established: 1968
Elevation: 778 metres
(2,550 feet)
Annual Precipitation:
379 mm (14 inches)
*including melt
Sheep Breed: Corriedale
Herd Size: 250+
Facebook:
@DawnMontgomery

John and Laura Lee Henderson. The all-white curly goats are
Angora, and the others are La Mancha, plus one sentinel llama.

Lambing time is the busiest time around here. We have a big shed
that we converted from cattle to a lambing shed. When the weather
is calm, we lamb outside as much as we can, but when the weather
turns bad, we bring them in. We’ve lambed out as many as 600
head in this building, not all at once, but we try to lamb outside.
Lambing season for us starts about mid-April and into May. We can
get some bad storms in that time. The good years we’ve lambed
earlier, but I like to see green grass coming with lambs.
We check them many times during the day. Unlike calving
cows, sheep stay in a group; they don’t spread out like cattle. So
let’s say half of your ewes are having twins or triplets. When they
are having more, you have to work to keep them mothered up,
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MAGIC MOHAIR
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“

DALE MONTGOMERY

or what will happen is, they’ll have one lamb, and then the first
lamb is up and trying to find a suck, the ewe lays down to have
the second one, and by the time that one is born, the first one has
wandered off.
So you have to stay on top of them, especially if they’re having
twins. If they’re off by themselves, I might leave them. Otherwise,
I’ll pick them up in the trailer — most of the time the ewes will follow the lambs in — and I’ll put them in a small pen for a day or two
until they’re well mothered up, then kick them back out. A single
lamb is usually never a problem, but twins or greater, that can be
a problem — and twins are common. Over half of our flock give
birth to twins.
A lot of the ewes we can tell if they’re going to have twins, just by
the size of their belly, but usually, I don’t bring them in early. Unlike
cattle where you have to keep a closer watch on first-time heifers,
with our sheep we don’t have to separate the first-timers because at
breeding time we breed them to a different type of ram.

PHOTO BY TERRI MASON

SPRING LAMBS

“

JOHN HENDERSON

We start kidding in February, and it should end in March. But
sometimes there are one or two born in April. We don’t want
any more than two and a half months of getting up at 5:00 a.m.
to check them.
I know when any one of them is going to kid and the order they
should give birth. When I see the doe cycling, I put her in the box,
with whatever buck I’m using. I record the date, so I’ll know when
they’ll kid, approximately.
A goat about to give birth will cave in a little right below the loin.
That’s one way to tell. Then I move them to the kidding pen inside
cowboycountrymagazine.com

White Treasure Farm
Owners: John and Laura Lee Henderson
Nearest town: Markerville, Alta.
Established: 1990
Elevation: 910 metres (2,990 feet)
Annual Precipitation: 486 mm (19 inches)
Size: 16 acres
Breed: Purebred Angora & recorded grade La Mancha goats
Herd Size: 124 head
Mark: Tattooed LB plus a year # (2021 will begin with a J)
whttreas@outlook.com
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the warm barn. After breeding goats for about
30 years, I’ve discovered that some goats will
kid in 150 days, but the average Angora will
be about 152 days, but it has gone up to
157–160 days.
As soon as the kid is born,
they’re tagged and get a shot of
selenium and vitamin A and D [to
stave off White Muscle disease].
Then they get put right under the
heat lamp for at least 24 hours to dry
their hair thoroughly. After they’ve
dried off for 24 hours, the kid can go outside. It could be –40, and it’ll be all right.
But if they’re not thoroughly dry and it’s
cold, they don’t last very long.
Then the doe and her kid or kids [twins are common] are allowed to go outside with the rest of the
herd. They can also get into an area that has a creep
[shelter only kids can access.] At the end of the kidding
season, I should have about 60 Angora kids.
Now this is important information. Scrapie is a fatal disease
that affects the central nervous system of sheep and goats. White
Treasure Farm is scrapie-free, and we have earned the highest level
of accreditation possible — Certified Plus — in the Scrapie Flock
Certification Program, and we’re very proud of that.

-HOG
HI




Est. 1974



            



Angoras are prized for their hair, known as mohair.
We get our socks knitted out of the fibre, which
is super strong and super soft. You can wear
these socks at +35°C or –45°C, and, you
can throw them in the washer and dryer.
I have some socks I’ve worn for 12 years. I
wouldn’t guarantee that every pair will last
that long, but they last and last and last.
Hikers love them.
The resource is the fibre, not the
hides, and we shear our goats twice a
year. The top quality goat hair grows
about 1.5 inches a month. A full Angora
hide, like those used to make chaps,
only comes about because of an accident
or attrition. What fibre we don’t use to
make our socks [$35–$40/pair], we sell
White Treasure
to crafters, spinners and weavers. We ship our
Farm’s famous
excess fibre to Texas, and from there, it is sold all
mohair socks
over the world.
What is different about Angora goats is, they don’t jump and
climb. They’re easy to contain except, well, they might try to go
under something, and again, when the babies are born, they’ve got
to be warmed up and thoroughly dried off. That’s one drawback
— they’re not quite as hardy when they’re born. But we like them —
and that’s what works for us.” c
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rill
Of The
‘Thunde r’

Hi-Hog Farm & Ranch Equipment Ltd.
www.hi-hog.com

1-800-661-7002
Calving/Trimming Chute

By CAROL AND PAUL EASTON

I

Calving Enclosure/Maternity Pen

Calf Alley

Designed for superior animal access , safety and control
Proudly made in Canada with high tensile North American steel.
Built strong with the safety of you and your livestock in mind.
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Calf Tip Table

n 2020, everything was
cancelled, including the
iconic Western Canadian
chuckwagon races. For fans,
wagon families and teams,
only vibrant memories of races
replaced the real thing.
For us, fascination for this sport began
years ago in Manitoba, at first sight of a
galloping Thoroughbred chuckwagon

cowboycountrymagazine.com

team from Alberta. Capturing the image
is the ultimate photographic challenge in
this extreme action sport, with organized
infield pandemonium, galloping Thoroughbreds, battling wagons, and fervent
drivers and outriders. We photograph all
the participants, from the nose of the first
horse to the tail of the last outrider horse,
at high-speed, in the fading light of an
Alberta summer evening, and each must
be frozen in time with perfect depth of field
and colour.
As wagon racing has evolved into
high-tech, blistering speed and intense

competition, chuckwagon photos have
changed too. The sponsored, posed photos of a perfectly groomed and scrubbed
team with the driver’s hat perfectly placed,
trotting neatly around the first barrel, are
long gone. Photographs now portray grit,
passion, intense competition, and the
enjoyment of the horses.
Each chuckwagon track typically offers
three different vantage points of the race.
The first is the “grandstand view” familiar
to most fans, with some vision from start to
finish. The second viewpoint is the official,
standard media photo locations, typically
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infield trackside. The third vantage point is
the stunning, difficult-to-access viewpoints,
often familiar to only a few professional
track and media staff. Some of those photos
are curated here to recall the races we are
missing and to get ready for the coming season. Many chuckwagon horses are eagerly
waiting to run again, too.
Capturing the excitement of this
cowboy tradition in photos has been a
long-time fascination for this pair of photographers. Decades and thousands of
pictures later, we are still chasing the perfect wagon racing shot. c
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Lining Up
Tensions mount
as the four drivers
line up to take
their places at the
assigned barrels.
Here Colt Cosgrave
(white jacket) is on
barrel 1, Troy Flad
(red jacket) on barrel
2, Roger Moore
(black jacket) on
barrel 3 and Layne
MacGillivary (yellow
jacket) is on Barrel 4.
Calgary Stampede,
July 9, 2012.

2

4

Tight Turn
Fourth-generation
skinner, Jason Glass,
guides his equine
athletes around
the top barrel with
leaders Bob (L) and
Bear, and wheelers
Jepp (L) and Harry.
Kirk Sutherland
is on barrel 4.
Calgary Stampede,
July 11, 2019.

5

Heading to the Rail

The Outriders

Sun washes the first corner as Chanse Vigen heads towards the
coveted rail position, a riderless outriding horse accompanying him.
Cody Ridsdale (black jacket) Doug Irvine (red jacket) adds pressure
to assume their lanes. The outriders did their job and caught the
riderless horse. Calgary Stampede, July 12, 2019.

Outriders are accomplished horsemen. Each one steadies their driver’s
horses and guides the lead horses to begin the turn around the top
barrel. Outriders must finish within 150 feet of their wagon as it crosses
the finish line. The outriders in this heat, from left: Dean Arcand (red
jacket), Rory Gervais (yellow jacket), Cole Summerville (white jacket),
Ethan Motowylo (black jacket), Brendan Nolin (black jacket) and Casey
Knight (white jacket).

7
Making Their Move
Outta Here!
A tight start
and all barrels
successfully turned
in equal time. The
leaders of Chance
Bensmiller float as
they exit the infield
with Jason Glass
(red jacket) and
Codey McCurrach
(black jacket).
Calgary Stampede,
July 13 2017.
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6
Strategy Starts
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3

Coming around the fourth corner, starting down the home stretch.
Thousands of spectators in the grandstand will see Gary Gorst (black
jacket), Codey McCurrach (red jacket), Mitch Sutherland (yellow jacket)
and Darcy Flad (white jacket) cross the finish line. Calgary Stampede,
July 13, 2019.

Rounding the third corner, Chanse Vigen
leads John Walters (red jacket), Doug Irvine
(black jacket) and Cody Ridsdale (yellow
jacket). Calgary Stampede, July 9, 2019.

Photo Finish
The last push in a race that has taken just
over a minute. Danny Ringette (black jacket),
Chad Fike yellow jacket, and Evan Salmond
(red jacket). Calgary Stampede, July 12, 2019.
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TRAILBLAZERS

PEOPLE WHO SHAPED THE WEST

Joachim
Fromhold
Inspired Aboriginal Leader
By TIM LASIUTA

H

///
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(AVC) in Lac La Biche (now Portage College) to develop
a Native Arts and Crafts/Native Studies program there
and at AVC Grouard. These were the Grandfather Programs for all subsequent cultural programs in Alberta.
He was also an advisor to the development of the
University of Lethbridge Native Studies program and
liaison with the Saskatchewan Indian Colleges, and as
a resource person to various Aboriginal communities in
eastern Alberta.
Family ties existed with Beaver Lake Cree Nation,
and he married Irene Mountain, daughter of Chief Lawrence Mountain and descendant of Piche Chiefs PESEW
and Bobtail, and Plains Cree-Saulteaux Chief, Big Bear.
While at Lac La Biche, Fromhold collaborated with
Christine Daniels to found the White Braid Dancers, and served as Powwow Director. For four years
he served as the first Aboriginal president of the Lac
La Biche Lions Club. During that time he also reintroduced the powwow to Beaver Lake Cree Nation
and Cultural Days to Heart Lake First Nation and was
involved in developing Saddle Lake Multi-Cultural
Days. With his wife, Irene, he also established the first
Wilderness Cultural Camp in Alberta.
He founded the Mountain Peoples Cultural Society,
which later morphed into the Mountain Cree Asini
Wachi Nehiyawak Band. Later, the band purchased
Canadian Cowboy Country April/May 2021
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Joachim (Joe) Fromhold of the Asini Wachi Nehiyawak
was born in Germany on Jan 15, 1947, to Mina and Willi
Fromhold. His lineage has been traced back to 650 (to
Cree Chief Sisip Pimotew), Chief Louis Joseph Piche, as
well as the to the Carolingian Dynasty (in Europe).
Moving to Canada, his family spent time in Calgary
before moving to a farm near Buffalo Lake and Sounding Creek in 1960. A natural businessman, at age 13, Joe
built coffins. While in high school, he started a dairy
herd and bought into a trucking company.
In 1967 he graduated from high school in Mirror.
He was accepted into Harvard, but chose to work with
the CIBC and Aboriginal groups in northern Alberta.
While in the north, he established the first newspaper
north of Peace River, the first Alberta Youth Safe House
dealing principally with Aboriginal youth, and helped
establish the Metis Association of Alberta in northwestern Alberta.
His formal education in archaeology began in 1970
at the University of Calgary, pursuing further studies
from various universities, cultural and business organizations, and museums. He also began his lifelong
pursuit of researching and writing on Aboriginal culture and history.
On graduating from the MA program in Anthropology, he took a position at the Alberta Vocational Center

IMAGE COURTESY FROMHOLD FAMILY

e was a leader whose keen interest and
pride in his heritage led to a wealth
of Aboriginal cultural and historical
associations preserving Aboriginal history.

and renovated a building in Mirror, creating a museum
and antique store, as well as establishing rooms for
short-term stays in the community. Along with the
commercial aspects, all records of the Mountain Cree
are available for research.
Fromhold was instrumental in establishing the written Aboriginal history in Western Canada and beyond.
Through his genealogical research, published in various
books and magazines, he formalized the presence and
lineage of the Cree peoples.
Fromhold established several cultural and historical organizations to preserve history, including Buffalo
Head Cultural Survival Camp, the Old Fort Museum,
the Indian Legends Museum, the Vermillion Lodge
Museum, and the Mirror Business Center & Museum.
Active in the archaeology community, Fromhold
catalogued and identified important Aboriginal sites
in Alberta. Among his discoveries is the Moundbuilders’ presence in Central Alberta on the Battle River
and the Donalda Buffalo Pound. Additionally, his
Medicine Hills Survey of significant sites led to led to
the discovery of the Ice-Free Corridor and its use as a
route for Pleistocene human and animal migrations
between Beringia in the far north (near Alaska and
the Yukon. He also discovered the North Trail and the
Colville Trail’s existence, proving pre-Columbian crossmountain trade, Aboriginal occupancy and land use
in the mountains, and the presence of various lithic
sources in Alberta. In the theoretical field, he established the methodology for reconstructing prehistoric
populations and developed the first Census data for
prehistoric Alberta.
In 1985 he took a position with Alberta Advanced
Education as Program Head of the Opportunity Corps
Program, a second-chance training program, in northwestern Alberta.
He was involved in creating the High Level and
District Friendship Center, the High Level and District Museum, and the Fort Vermilion Museum. He
also initiated annual powwows at High Level and
Fort Vermilion.
cowboycountrymagazine.com

Fromhold also began converting his research
into digital format for his website on Native History,
inewhistory.com.
His wife Irene passed away in 1994, and he relocated
to central Alberta.
Through his efforts, in 2008, the Mountain Cree
Band (Asini Wachi Nehiyawak) became a member of
the Jasper National Park Aboriginal Forum advisory
group. Participation in Jasper continues to this day
with the powwow and hiring of Aboriginal peoples in
park positions.
Fromhold was involved with Enoch Cree Nation in
legal action to settle outstanding land claims and to
protect historic burials in the Rossdale Burial Area of
Edmonton, a dispute dating back nearly a decade. The
efforts to protect Aboriginal heritage and cultural sites
continue to this day.
Fromhold wrote over 40 books, ranging from the
Moundbuilders to a history of the Red Deer/Central
Alberta area dating back 13,000 years to genealogies for
specific bands.
He was a founding member of the Alberta Association of Consulting Archaeologists and in 2017 was the
founder for the Association of First Nations Archaeologists and Historians.
In 2011, he was awarded the Canada Heritage Minister’s Award for Leadership Excellence.
Joachim Fromhold died in August, 2020, and he
leaves behind an incredible legacy of empowering generations of First Nations. c

OPPOSITE PAGE:
A sketch of
Joachim Fromhold
THIS PAGE LEFT:
Joachim Fromhold
speaking at Ellis
Bird Farm
THIS PAGE RIGHT:
Joachim and Irene
at Fort Edmonton,
1980
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THE WESTERNERS
A field move with
Garret Harrigan and
Lane’s collie, Tonto

Lane Link is a young
cowboy, and so far, he’s
done everything right.

Have Rope, Will Travel
By TERRI MASON

PHOTO BY LANE LINK

Custom Cowboy Crews
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This ranch-raised hand hails from around
the Murraydale area southeast of Maple
Creek, Sask., and grew up with horses and
cattle. He worked on the home place and
started riding bareback in rodeo, with his
top finishes as Novice Bareback Champion
in CCA, winning the bronze at the Calgary
Stampede, and reserve Novice champ in
the pro ranks. (Well, that’s pretty good,” I
offered. “Not good enough,” he said.)
Then he cowboyed on some other outfits
and across the rocks on the Alkali Ranch up
in the Cariboo. Then he became a welder,
working a few years in Eckart’s, the motherof-all-we-can-fix-anything welding shops in
the sleepy cowtown of Maple Creek. Then
he came home, looked around, and saw a
need — and is building a unique business
of custom cowboying, complete with a full
crew of top hands, experienced horses and
good dogs if needed. He’s 23.
How it all came about was simply by
paying attention.
“I had been doing a bit of day riding for a
couple of years, and I was hearing more and
more about guys needing help from time to
time,” he said. “Everybody in the area, for
the most part, is getting older. And there
doesn’t seem to be all that many young
people — I only know of a few places where
they have kids, but those kids have zero
interest in any cattle-related stuff.”
So in the spring of 2019, Lane Lloyd Link
fired up Triple L Cattle Handling.
What Lane and his crew do is simple —
they do it all.
“We do pretty well anything and everything cattle-related,” says Lane. “We’ll start
in the spring with brandings. We’ll sort
pairs, field moves, doctor the cattle, and
we’ll pull bulls. We can do regular maintenance, too, like check your cows, take salt
out, check the grass. We’ll bring cattle home
in the fall, cull your bulls, wean calves, sort
them (heifer/steer), process them, put them
in feedlots and preg check, too.”
Southern Saskatchewan is legendary cattle country and is famous for good

cowboys, and Lane has no problem finding
qualified crews. “I don’t think anybody’s
more than 50 kilometres away. Oh, I’ve got
one guy from Manyberries that was full
time this spring,” he corrected.
While his crews range in age, they are
all cow-savvy and experienced. All of
his crew are bona fide working cowboys,
often trained on the home place, and wellrounded. The youngest on his crew was 16
in 2019. [While 16 sounds awfully young I
have invented a formula: 16 Town-Years =
32 Ranch-Years.—TM]
Then there are the well-seasoned hands
that will, time permitting, hire on for a job,
or a season, often just to ride a new range.
These are the men of the saddle that know
all the tricks, and when you ride alongside
these guys, it’s a good idea to spend more
time asking and less time telling. Besides,
they’re pleasant. But mark me, this is not a
place to train. It’s a place to work once you
are trained.
Regarding his crew’s specialized
abilities, Lane’s job is, once again, paying
attention. “It’s more management, knowing a guy’s main skills. Some guys are
better to have roping, some for [castrating] cutting and vaccinating, while others
may be a bit happier on the ground that
day. It’s about getting the job done by
knowing their strengths and weaknesses.
Myself, I tend to be on the ground so I can
oversee everything.”
The custom cowboys each supply good
ranch horses. “I’ve got a couple of good
broke ones I’ve trained, and if someone’s
horse comes up sore or their horses are just
playing out, they can jump on mine, but for
the most part, everybody brings their own
horses and equipment.”
Thanks to diesel engines and stock trailers, distance is not an issue. As the business
is still young and word-of-mouth advertising works this way, they are often within
two hours of Maple Creek, but they have
gone in and done the cowboy work on some
pretty famous spreads in southern Alberta
and been invited back to do more.
That’s another unique aspect of his business, the actual booking.
“When I first hung it out there, I had
enough interest and booked a couple to
41
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justify buying a few things I needed to do
it. But outside of those, in the beginning, it
wasn’t until right at branding time when all
the calls started coming in. I got a lot of lastminute calls.”
There’s no better advertising
than a satisfied client, and word
of mouth has played a big part in
its success. Ironically, the timing of
COVID helped the business, too.
“We definitely picked up some
brandings, but it wasn’t more
than a 1,000 head difference from
last year,” says Lane. “Booking is
interesting. It seems that for the
most part, we’re booked in person,
and mainly right after the previous job, say, after a branding. The
guys will say something like, ‘That
went really good. We’ll do that again next
year.’ And that’s a contract.”
Pre- or post-COVID it doesn’t matter;
unlike a neighbour branding, this cowboy
crew is completely self-contained. They
supply everything — from horses to coffee.
“The only thing they [the clients] supply is
the pen, the branding irons, the vaccine and
the cows,” says Lane.

Pricing is not dependent on the number
of cattle, but on the workload.
“Say, for example, we get a call to
brand 250 head. If it’s a one-iron brand,

Pro Rodeo

Field moves also work around the level
of comfort of the ranch’s cattle. “I’m careful; not everybody’s real keen on having
dogs because their cattle just aren’t used to
them. And it’ll wear out a good
dog pretty quick if they’re not
dog-broke. But if there’s an opportunity we take a couple of dogs, as
they save a lot of work,” he says.
“Some of my crew, like William
Perrin, has a couple of pretty good
kelpie dogs. I have my collie. For
the most part, it’s just these three
dogs that we take.”
Like every other venture out
West, success is relative. Imagine spending your days riding a
good horse on a new range and
doing a job you love. Again, like
everything out West, we are completely
dependent upon the whims of weather, government, economy and now, a worldwide
pandemic. But one thing will never change:
cattle need to be tended.
Here, in the shadow of the Cypress Hills,
ranchers tend to start calving in the middle
of March, and a new year will begin. c

CANADA

“Booking is interesting. It seems that for

the most part, we’re booked in person, and

GET SMART!

mainly right after the previous job, say, after

a branding. The guys will say something like,
‘That went really good. We’ll do that again
next year. And that’s a contract.”
no horns, they were banded at birth,
you’re only giving eight-way [vaccine]
and nothing else, then I can cut my crew
down. But you could have an 80-head
branding with four shots, horns, nuts, a
three-iron brand and Ivomec’ing calves;
then you almost need more people at that
80-head branding than you do the 250head branding.”

Congratulations to Ward Macza and family of Northcott-Macza
Pro Rodeo of High River, Alta., when the PRCA announced that
their bronc, 242 OLS Tubs Get Smart earned Top Saddle Bronc
Award of the 2020 NFR.
The animal’s total scores on the four judge’s cards over two
trips determined the winners.
The chunky 19-year-old gelding (14.3 hh/1,100 lbs) shocked
the pro cowboys when he flung off two of the top competitors —
2020 All-Around cowboy Stetson Wright in Round 3 and first-time

“A Tip of the Stetson” gained new meaning
in Round 3 as Northcott-Macza’s superstar,
OLS Tubs Get Smart, hurled Stetson
Wright into the dirt in under two seconds.
That is the fringe of Stetson’s chaps under
the horse’s neck.
PRCA photo by Clay Guardipee
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With a good crew, traditional rope brandings
are calm and quiet, evidenced by the calf
laying down at the back of the pen. From
left: Chance Pollock, William Perrin, Clay
Hassard and Blake Link.
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NFR competitor Lefty Holman in Round 8. Over two rounds, the
bay wasn’t covered for more than four seconds — total.
Get Smart was the 2019 PRCA Saddle Bronc Horse of the Year
and the top Saddle Bronc of the 2018 NFR. Get Smart is also the
reigning, five-time CPRA Saddle Bronc Horse of the Year.
Congratulations also to Vern McDonald and crew of C5
Rodeo, whose fabulous F-13 Virgil earned second place in the
Bareback awards.
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2021 CPRA Schedule
APRIL
Dawson Creek, BC (new) postponed................Apr 2–3
Medicine Hat, AB postponed to Sept...............Apr 9–11
Picture Butte, AB *(BR)...........................................pending
Tofield, AB *(BR)........................................................pending
Camrose, AB *(BB,SB,BR) cancelled..................Apr 23–25
Coleman, AB postponed........................................Apr 23–25
Kamloops, BC (new) postponed to Aug. .........Apr 30–May 2
Drayton Valley, AB postponed............................Apr 30–May 2

MAY

A New Year

I don’t need to tell any of you that 2020 was a very challenging year for so
many individuals and organizations, and the CPRA was no exception. I’m
sure none of us thought we could lose pretty well our entire season. And
most of us couldn’t wait to see 2020 in our rearview mirror.
But 2020 actually ended on a good note. December saw an exciting
Wrangler National Finals staged at Globe Life Field in Arlington, Texas.
Congratulations to our CPRA competitors. Special recognition goes out as
well to Canadian stock contractors for their tremendous additions to the
NFR stock roster, and in particular to Northcott-Macza Rodeo whose saddle
bronc, Get Smart, was voted Top Saddle Bronc Horse of the 2020 WNFR.
And now we’re into a new year — a new year with new optimism, new
plans and even a new rodeo or two. As we enter 2021, I’m personally very
optimistic about our Canadian Pro Rodeo season. It’s exciting that a number of rodeo committees have reached out with plans to move ahead with
events in the coming months. While the CPRA schedule may experience
some modifications as we roll into spring, and all of us may have to be flexible in our approach and expectations, we’re all hopeful that we will soon
be back on the rodeo trail.
Please continue to follow Rodeo Canada’s website and social media
channels for updates as we move close to the 2021 season.

Terry Cooke,
President, CPRA

 For up-to-date information about the Canadian Professional Rodeo
Association, check out our website at RodeoCanada.com. Follow us on Facebook,
Instagram and Twitter @prorodeocanada. We’re also on YouTube under
RodeoCanada.
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Stavely, AB NEW DATES.........................................Aug 12–14
Innisfail, AB *(BR) ....................................................May 15
Falkland, BC................................................................May 22–24
Grande Prairie, AB - Pro Tour **..........................May 27–30
Leduc, AB postponed to 2022.............................May 27–30
Hand Hills, AB............................................................May 29–30

TRACKING
COWBOYS
GARY REMPEL
By TERRI MASON

I

N EARLY FEBRUARY, I TRACKED
DOWN ONE OF THE MOST
RECOGNIZABLE PICKUP MEN
IN THE RODEO GAME, HALL OF

FAMER AND CPRA COWBOY OF THE

JUNE
Bonnyville, AB NEW DATES...................................Jun 4–5
Brooks, AB..................................................................Jun 11–12
Lea Park, AB...............................................................Jun 11–13
Rocky Mountain House, AB.................................Jun 11–13
Innisfail, AB postponed to 2022.........................Jun 17–20
Wildwood, AB *(SB).................................................Jun 19
Wainwright, AB - ProTour ** ...............................Jun 24–27
Sundre, AB..................................................................Jun 25–27
High River, AB............................................................Jun 26–27
Ponoka, AB - ProTour ** ........................................Jun 28–Jul 4
Williams Lake, BC - ProTour ** ...........................Jun 30–Jul 3
Airdrie, AB...................................................................Jun 30–Jul 2

JULY
Calgary, AB *(BR) .....................................................Jul 6–8
Benalto, AB.................................................................Jul 9–11
Coronation, AB..........................................................Jul 9–11
Teepee Creek, AB - Pro Tour ** ...........................Jul 9–11
Quesnel, BC *(SB) ....................................................Jul 16–18
Morris, MB - ProTour ** ........................................Jul 22–25
Bonnyville, AB NEW DATES...................................Jun 4–5
Kennedy, SK...............................................................Jul 24–25
Lacombe, AB *(BR) ..................................................pending
Pollockville, AB *(SB) ..............................................pending
Bowden, AB *(BB) ....................................................pending
Medicine Hat, AB - ProTour ** ............................Jul 29–31
Strathmore, AB - ProTour ** ................................Jul 30–Aug 2

YEAR GARY REMPEL OF FORT SHAW,
MT (VIA KYLE, SK). HE HASN’T BEEN
SEEN IN THE ARENA LATELY, AND
HERE’S THE LOWDOWN.

TERRI: Are you picking up at San Antonio
with the Calgary horses?
GARY: No, I’m not. I didn’t go this year —
first time in about 30. It was my decision
not to go. Calgary went down with one load
[of bucking horses], and he [Ken Rehill, aka
Goose] just got there. The best they’re going
to do is maybe five performances, and I get
paid by the performance.
I was kicking my a** for not going, then
the weather situation changed. It took
Ken a long time to just get there — and
now they’re sitting. Ken just called me this
morning, and it’s snowing so hard right now
down there, he said you can’t see across
the yard. He said nothing’s open; there’s no
power, and no restaurants are open. Most
of the waterers are froze up. They’re using
a water truck to haul water into a bunch of
those pens. It’s just a bloody mess.
It was a hard decision because I wanted
to go, and now I’ve been home longer than
I’ve ever been in my lifetime.
TERRI: Have you been watching rodeo?
GARY: I watched the bronc riding from

— the Canadian kids rode really well. It
made me feel pretty good, especially when
you’ve seen them all from the time that
they couldn’t even get past their nod. Ben
Andersen — that kid has got some talent
— and Kolby Wanchuk, Kole Ashbacher,
Dawson Hay. Jake Burwash — I knew him
when he was just a snotty nose little kid
from when Robin was looking after things,
and he’s grown up to be such a nice young
man, and he’s coming on.
Remember Ben Andersen riding Get
Smart for 90 points at the CFR a couple of
years ago? I had lunch with him in Denver,
and I told him… ‘that ride was the best
thing that happened that whole weekend.’
He was pretty humble.
That’s such a good bunch of kids. I
mean, every one of those kids walks across
the street to shake your hand. You know
where they come from — good people.
But yes, I hope to get up to Canada this
year; my mum is 91, and Calgary has some
really good colts coming up. We’ll see. c

Rapid City a while ago, and it was good

Gary Rempel in his home corral with
his blanketed pickup horses. Front
left, (black) Herbie, back from left,
Sully, Spur, Brooks and Coyote.

* indicates Special Event
** Livestreamed on florodeo.com
BB: Bareback, SB: Saddle Bronc, BR: Bull Riding
All dates are subject to change. Please visit
RodeoCanada.com for up-to-date information
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THE GATE KEEPERS
UNSUNG + EXACTING CREW
By DIANNE FINSTAD

T

HERE’S A LOT OF ACTION
IN RODEO THAT WOULD
NEVER HAPPEN IF IT
WEREN’T FOR SOME

IMPORTANT PEOPLE WHO ARE OUT IN
FRONT BUT MAY NOT BE NOTICED.

PHOTO BY COVY MOORE

An experienced crew helps ensure
the best trip for rider and stock.
That’s eight-time Canadian Saddle
Bronc Champion Rod Hay on the
neck rope, Marty Orr on the chute
rope and Bobby Pugh on the latch.
Ponoka Stampede.
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They are the gatekeepers. They work in several areas at both ends of the arena. Some
‘crack the latch’ of the chute gate, while
others swing it open. Some trip the trigger
at the timed event end, to allow the steers
and calves to enter the arena. Others swing
gates for barrel racers to enter and exit, or
for stock to return to the pens after their
performance.
“Most people have no idea how crucial
the role is,” comments Kynan Vine, Calgary
Stampede Manager of Western Events and
Rodeo. “The competitors and the stock
contractors are all very aware, though! They
will bring it to your attention if the gates are
opening too fast, too slow, not wide enough
or maybe too wide, especially in the horse
events,” says Vine.
“It’s a very important job because if
the gates don’t open right, the animal can
turn backwards, or if the gate doesn’t open
enough, the animal can run down the
chutes,” adds Don Johansen, long-time
chute boss and Strathmore Stampede committee member. “It’s a dangerous job too.”
The ‘first family’ of working chute gates
on the Canadian rodeo scene would have to
be the Helmig crew from Leduc, Alta. Glen
Helmig worked the position at the very
first CFR, and his three sons carried on the
legacy. Tyler Helmig has been at his CFR
gate post for over 40 years, working with his
son Tyce the last several years.
It turns out there are a lot of intricacies
to what may seem a straightforward task
like opening a gate.
47
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ROAD TO THE NFR
Zeke Thurston
on Three Hills
Rodeo’s All
Country.
PRCA photo
courtesy Alaina
Stangle.

THE CANADIANS
PHOTO BY AMBER SWEDGAN

looked after gate and pen
“They might want a slow
related duties at the CFR
gate, a half gate, a quarter gate
for 15 years.
— you’ve got to pull the gate
“The animals are all condiaccording to the animal coming
tioned to know the arena and
out of the chutes,” says Helmig.
where to go out. It saves the
“If they say a ‘fast gate,’ you just
stress on them and makes it a
rip the gate open! You want the
faster production,” says Wilson,
animals to turn out into the
who lives in Cardston, is a past
arena. You want to persuade
CFR qualifier and has decades
them to go in that direction.”
of all kinds of rodeo experience.
The latch tripper has to
During the competition, the
concentrate on the contestant’s
designated person at the chute
signal that he’s ready to go, and
has to be ready to release the
respond lightning fast. That, too,
gate for the animal, the instant
can have its challenges.
the competitor calls for it.
“Some of the guys, their
“They stand at the side
nods are a little vague,” admits
Marty Orr, Jimmy Dodds, Bobby Pugh, Jim Finkbeiner — each man is an
because
if you’re up on top, you
Helmig. “Was that a ‘talking to
integral part of the Ponoka Stampede chute crew
could get hit with the rope in
his buddy and saying yes, pull
the roping events,” says Wilson. “So it’s a
“I got a little too close, and he kicked me
my rope’ nod, or was he actually nodding
low profile because things have just gotten
in the eye. They took me to the hospital,
his head for the gate? There’s a few that,
and I got some stitches, but I was back open- so much faster nowadays than they used
what they call a nod is maybe flicking an
to be. In the old days, they used to sit up on
ing gates the next day.”
eyebrow,” he chuckles.
top and manually push the gate open. Now
Uppermost on the mind is the fact both
Bobby Pugh agrees. As a former comyou hit a lever, and it automatically opens.”
the contestants and the stock contractors
petitor, he likes to be in the action, so he’s
Again, reading the go-time signal
have worked hard to get there, and you
been at the latch at the Ponoka Stamis critical.
don’t want to be the one responsible for a
pede since 1986.
“One thing you learn after you’ve been
misfire or a chute gate foul. Add in a big
“There’s quite a few different nods,” he
there a while is that all of them have their
crowd, and it can be nerve-wracking.
says. “There’s the silent nod, the no nod,
own nod. With some, it’s more pronounced,
As with so many rodeo arena positions,
and sometimes they ‘ask’ you out, but
for some, it’s just a small nod. Some are
you’ve got to watch and make sure the horse being able to read and understand livestock
quick in and out (of the box), others don’t
is looking, and the rider is looking down the is a prerequisite. Whether the animal is
get out as quick, or they’ll do certain little
leaning on the gate or squatting makes a
shoulders (of the animal), and then you get
things every time, like ride their horse
difference in how the gate opens and the
to about know when they’re going to nod.”
ahead once or twice.”
animal leaves.
Having a good exit strategy is an imporExperience helps, and at most rodeos,
“I like to be close to the gate in case
tant risk management tool for gate workers.
the committee has someone doing the
the horse stalls, and they ask for the gate
The latch cracker scoots down the front of
job who’s done it before, or at jackpots, so
back,” adds Pugh. “Sometimes, a contracthe chutes, but especially with the bulls,
the contestants have confidence in them.
tor will ask you for a ‘quiet latch’ because
needs to keep a watchful eye they’re not
Wilson sees some rodeos involving high
some horses will rare out if they hear the
being followed.
school competitors these days, to give
latch open.”
“Pulling the gate, you’ve got to let the
Helmig also likes to do a pre-rodeo check them experience behind the scenes. Other
gate swing open all the way before you can
rodeos are working some younger people
of the chutes.
proceed to exit out, so you can be a little
in, to help them gain experience in these
“Each and every day, I go through the
closer to the action than you’d like to be
key positions.
gates and make sure the dirt is clear, that
some of the time,” says Helmig.
Keepers of the gates in rodeo have to be
the chute can open all the way, check
Tyler broke a finger at the Canadian
alert and focused, as they set the stage for
the latch. You never assume that everyFinals, while brother Troy was pushing
contestants and animals all to get a fair shot
thing is fine.”
on the chute once when the latch opened,
in competition.
Along with an impressive number of
and he was flung on his back as the bull
“You need to know the job — know how
CFR performances, Helmig has also worked
jumped over him.
to read a horse, a rider, and when they’re
the chute gates at rodeos like Jasper, Arm“Some of the horses will turn and come
ready,” sums up Tyler Helmig. “Can you
strong, Coronation and Dawson Creek
back, or kick real hard towards the chute,
teach that? I guess it’s something that you
and it’s a matter of inches in stepping away.” — rodeos he’s often hauled stock to, and
grow into, and you learn over time.” c
where his expertise comes in handy.
Pugh has had his share of bumps and
At the timed event end of the arena,
bruises, like when he got kicked trying to
you’ll often find Bob Wilson, where he’s
shoo a horse away from the gate post.

NFR INTERVIEWS
By TIM ELLIS

cowboycountrymagazine.com

S

EVEN TIMES CURTIS CASSIDY HAS QUALIFIED TO COMPETE
AT THE NATIONAL FINALS RODEO. BUT, NEVER HAS THE
EXPERIENCE BEEN LIKE THIS ONE.

“Being part of it in Texas was pretty cool,” says Cassidy. “If everything,
at some point, gets back to normal and we go back to Las Vegas, there won’t be
too many who can say they went to the NFR in Texas. Any time you make the
NFR, even though I didn’t win much money and it sucks, it’s still a great experience. Even though I’m disappointed, I know there are lots of guys who’d love to
be in my shoes.”
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Header Kolton Schmidt
PRCA photo by Alaina Stangle

That disappointment would have been
tempered had the Donalda, Alta., cowboy
been just a couple of tenths of a second
faster in three rounds.
“I damn sure had a couple of steers
that I should have won something on
that I didn’t,” confirms Cassidy, who finished seventh in one round and eighth
in two others. “I made decent runs, but I
needed to make great runs on the steers
that I had.”
“A guy could have made $40,000–
$50,000 easily. Obviously, when you’re
competing against a crew of guys like that,
the draw plays a huge factor. I wouldn’t
say that I ever got into the top end of the

draw at all. That’s the way it goes sometimes. When you’re battling and fighting
to win, sometimes the harder you try, the
worse it goes.”
Cassidy pocketed just shy of $19,000 in
Arlington and finished 15th in the world
steer wrestling standings. The leading
money winner among the five Canadians at
the NFR was Zeke Thurston, who collected
over $90,000. But, like Cassidy, luck of the
draw didn’t favour the 2019 World Saddle
Bronc riding champ.
“There are five horses in every pen that
are better than the others,” says Thurston.
“Everybody rides so good that you need
one of them.”

It wasn’t until round six that the
26-year-old was able to break through for
his first cheque. From there, the reigning
Canadian champion placed in three of the
next four rounds and finished fourth in the
aggregate standings.
“I just took it one horse at a time and
went out there and did my job.”
It was a similar refrain for bareback rider
Orin Larsen. He made all his money in the
second half, which started with a thirdplace cheque in round six and was then
followed by a round-winning, 90-point ride
the next night.
“I knew if I had a Calgary horse by my
name, I had a shot,” recalls Larsen, who
Header Levi Simpson
PRCA photo by Clay Guardipee
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drew the Calgary Stampede’s Yippee Kibitz
for round seven. “All those Calgary horses
that came down had so much time off; they
were very fresh.”
“I ended up winning Pendleton on him
in 2018. He was definitely buckier in the
trip at the NFR than he was before. He just
fired and was stronger than the other ones
in the pen.”
Larsen, the reigning CPRA Bareback
Champion, went on to place in four consecutive rounds before being bucked off
in the final round by another Calgary
horse, Agent Lynx.
It was also a slow start for Barrhead,
Alta., team roper Kolton Schmidt. He and
partner Hunter Koch, the reigning Canadian
heeling champion, were blanked during the
first six rounds before collecting their only
cheque in round seven.
“We didn’t perform the way we should
have,” says Schmidt, who was competing at
his second National Finals Rodeo. “We practised and were prepared, but things didn’t
go our way.”
“It was a disappointing NFR, but I’m
grateful to have had the opportunity to
compete there. It seems things can go wrong
more often than they go right.”
It was also the second NFR for Ponoka,
Alta., team roper Levi Simpson.
“I didn’t have as good a Finals as the last
time,” offers Simpson, who won a World
title the last time he qualified in 2016. “Felt
like we roped good, and every time you can
leave with some money in your pocket to
pay some bills, it’s good.”
Simpson and heeling partner Shay Carroll left Texas with over $51,000, a hefty
sum considering back in July, no one even
knew if there would be a National Finals
Rodeo in 2020.
“It was extremely stressful on everyone
and their families who are dependant
on this. Getting the full payout was
huge. I mean I’m sure everyone else is
going through some of this as well, but it
made it pretty uncertain as to what was
going to happen.”
Unfortunately, it appears that uncertainty will not end soon.
“We don’t really know what we’re going
to be doing,” says Cassidy of plans for the
2021 rodeo season. “I guess we’ll take it one
day at a time or one month at a time, whatever a guy needs to do.” c
cowboycountrymagazine.com

Tanner Milan of Cochrane, Alta.,
hazing; Curtis Cassidy dogging off of
his great horse, Tyson, Round 2.
PRCA photo courtesy Clay Guardipee

The Canadians, from left: Kolton Schmidt, Levi Simpson, Curtis Cassidy, Orin Larsen,
Zeke Thurston.
PRCA photo by Roseanna Sales

Orin Larsen getting ready for
third round action Frontier
Rodeo’s Full Baggage
PRCA photo courtesy
Clay Guardipee
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It's almost time for the

2021 Cowboy Country
Leisure Guide!

Here in the Canadian West, we are finally
coming out of the lockdowns, but we’re not out
of the woods yet. We’re still going to be sticking
pretty close to home this season, but we plan
to visit more than the backyard!
Here is your opportunity to advertise your
getaway spot for nice people — whether
you’re offering a pack trip high in the
mountains, a gentle river float on the
prairies, to the high-riding action of the
greatest sport in the West — rodeo! Whatever
you’re offering, our readers are looking
for some fun!
To showcase your adventure,
contact our Sales Manager

Kristine Wickheim: 1–800–943–7336

Welcome to our new

Contents

Listings Section!
We are pleased to include a cornucopia of listings in each issue.
Many listings will pertain to our feature article, allowing you
more resources for further information. We have also included a
compendium of listings relevant to living the Western life, plus, of
course, we have included some of your favourite tradeshow vendors.
So, have a read-through, and now when you need to look up — say —
a cattle or horse brand, you’ll know where to find the website.

ASSOCIATIONS
& SERVICES
Alberta Beef Producers

165, 6815-8 St. NE, Calgary, Alta.,
403-275–4400
AlbertaBeef.org

Alberta Grazing
Leaseholders Association

kristine@cowboycountrymagazine.com

Box 1333, Okotoks, Alta.,
587-435–4072
AlbertaGrazingLease.ca

Real Ranches — Real Cowboys — Real Life

cowboycountrymagazine.com

BC Livestock Producers Co.
10145 Dallas Dr., Kamloops, B.C.,
250-573–3939
BCLivestock.bc.ca

Beef Farmers Of Ontario

130 Malcolm Rd., Guelph, Ont.,
519-824–0334
OntarioBeef.com

British Columbia
Cattlemen’s Association
4, 10145 Dallas Dr.,
Kamloops, B.C., 250-573–3611
Cattlemen.BC.ca

Canadian Cattlemen’s
Association

Head Office, Calgary
180, 6815–8 St. NE,
Calgary, Alta. 403-275-8558
Cattle.ca

Foothills Forage
& Grazing Association

4A, 710 Centre St., SE,
High River, Alta., 403-995–9466
FoothillsForage.com

Associations
& Services.............................. 53
Manitoba
Watersheds..........................54
Saskatchewan
Watersheds..........................54
Alberta Watersheds.......... 55
Conservation........................ 55
Marketplace.........................56

Livestock Identification
Services Ltd.

109, 264 Midpark Way SE,
Calgary, Alta. 403-509–2088
LIS-Alberta.com

Livestock Services
of Saskatchewan

2160 Victoria Ave. E, Regina,
Sask., 306-546–5086
LSSC.ca

Manitoba Beef Producers
220, 530 Century St., Winnipeg,
Man., 204-772–4542
MBBeef.ca
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LISTINGS
Ownership
Registration
Now Open!
Are We
There Yet?
Identification Inc.
Livestock
MARCH
2021Care Conference 102, 1402 McGill Rd.,
March 2021
Kamloops, B.C., 250-314–9686
Livestock Care Conference
OwnershipID.ca
Registration
Now
Open!
Coming virtually to your home every

Saskatchewan Cattlemen’s
Association

Coming
virtually toinyour
home every Tuesday
Tuesday
and Thursday
March
and Thursday in March
-

102, 2255-13 Ave., Regina, Sask.,
Featuring Dr. Jody Carrington
Featuring Dr. Jody Carrington &306-585–2333
& Three Amazing Workshops
3 Workshops on:
SaskBeef.com
Animal Health Emergency Management
Saskatchewan Stock
Difficult Conversations with the Public
Talk, Ask, Listen - Mental HealthGrowers Association

Register at AFACLCC.CA

Registration Includes:

Box 4752, Main Floor, Canada
Regina, Sask., 306-757–8523
SKStockGrowers.com

Box 179, 14–900 Village Lane,
Okotoks, Alta., 403-250–9121
WSGA.ca

www.afaclcc.ca

Miniota Office
111 Sarah Ave., Miniota, Man.,
204-567-3554
Oak River Office
204-566-2270
Inglis Office
204-564-2388
MyAWWD.ca

Central Assiniboine
Watershed District

Baldur Office
877-535-2139
CentralAssiniboineWD.ca

Intermountain
Watershed District
Ethelbert Office
204-742-3764
Ste Rose Office
204-447-2139

Canadian Forage and
Grasslands Association

Westlake Watershed District

Swift Current Creek
Watershed Stewards

Mighty Peace
Watershed Alliance

Cows and Fish

Upper Souris Watershed
Association

Milk River Watershed
Council Canada

Swan Office
204-734-9550
SwanLakeWatershed.ca

2366 Ave. C North, Saskatoon,
Sask., 306-343-9549
SouthSaskRiverStewards.ca

Alonsa Office
204-767-2101
WestlakeWD.com

LB Thompson Building,
Swift Current, Sask., 306-770-4606
SCCWS.com

Whitemud
Watershed District

910-13 Ave., Estevan, Sask.,
306-634-7074
UpperSourisWatershed.ca

Wascana and Upper
Qu’Appelle Watersheds
Association

1440 Fleury St., Regina, Sask.,
306-946-6533
WUQWATR.ca

Assiniboine Water
Stewardship Association

MANITOBA WATERSHEDS
Assiniboine West
Watershed District

LICA-Beaver River
Watershed

SASKATCHEWAN
WATERSHEDS

Western Stock Growers
Association

Producer Panel Discussion
Media Panel
Discussion
AFACLCC.CA
3 month access to recordings
Personal Virtual "Goodie Bag"
And More!

South Saskatchewan River
Watershed Stewards

Neepawa Office
204-476-5019
WhitemudWatershed.ca

Register now at www.afaclcc.caCentre Building, Evraz Pl.,

8+ Speakers
Producer panel discussion
REGISTRATION
Media panel discussion
INCLUDES:
3-month
access to recordings
Virtual ‘Goodie Bag’
8 + Speakers
And more!

Swan Lake
Watershed District

29 2 Ave. N, Yorkton, Sask.,
306-783-1696
AssiniboineWatershed.com

ALBERTA WATERSHEDS

Carrot River Valley
Watershed Association

Athabasca Watershed
Council

202 Main St., Melfort, Sask.,
306-920-8166
CRWatershed.ca

Lower Qu’Appelle Water
Stewards

866-457-2377
Please contact the Agriculture
Knowledge Centre regarding Farm
Stewardship Program funding if
you are in this area.

Lower Souris Watershed

21 Railway Ave., Redvers, Sask.,
306-452-3292, 306-452-7935
LowerSouris.com

Moose Jaw River
Watershed Stewards

16 Lancaster Rd. #3,
Moose Jaw, Sask.,306-691-3399
MJRiver.com

Box 1058, 5101-50 Ave.,
Athabasca, Alta., 780-213-0343
AWC-WPAC.ca

North Saskatchewan
River Basin Council

Battle River
Watershed Alliance

Box 458, Hafford, Sask.,
306-441-3119
NSRBC.ca

Mirror Lake Centre, Bottom Floor,
5415-49 Ave., Box 3, Camrose, Alta.,
780-672-0276, 1-888-672-0276
BattleRiverWatershed.ca

Old Wives Watershed
Association

402 Main St., Gravelbourg, Sask.,
306-650-7202
OldWivesWatershed.com

South of the Divide
Conservation Action
Program

Bow River Basin Council

Spring Gardens Building D,
861-40 Ave. NE, Mail Code #64,
Box 2100 Station M,
Calgary, Alta., 403-268-4596
BRBC.ab.ca

Lesser Slave
Watershed Council

Sodcap.com/aegp.html

Box 8237, 5107W-50 St., Bonnyville,
Alta., 780-812-2182, 877-737-2182
LICA.ca

Box 217, McLennan, Alta.,
780-324-3355
MightyPeaceWatershedAlliance.org

Box 313, 240 Main St.,
Milk River, Alta.
403-647-4342
MRWCC.ca

Cedric MacLeod
466 Queen St., Wilmot Alley
Fredericton, N.B.
CanadianFGA.ca

Alberta Riparian Habitat
Management Society
2nd Floor, Avail Building,
530–8 St. S, Lethbridge, Alta.,
403-381-5538, 403-381-5723
CowsandFish.org

Ducks Unlimited Canada,
Alberta

17504-111 Ave. NW,
Edmonton, Alta., 866-479-3825
Ducks.ca

North Saskatchewan
Watershed Alliance

202, 9440-49 St., Edmonton, Alta.,
587-525-6820
NSWA.ab.ca

Oldman Watershed Council
319-6 St. S, Lethbridge, Alta.,
403-330-1346
OldmanWatershed.ca

Red Deer River
Watershed Alliance

4918-59 St., Red Deer, Alta.,
403-340-RDRW (7379)
RDRWA.ca

Southeast Alberta
Watershed Alliance

Rm. 41, 419-3 St. SE,
Medicine Hat, Alta., 403-580-8980
SEAWA.ca

CONSERVATION
Canadian Bison Association
200, 1660 Pasqua St., Box 3116,
Regina, Sask., 306-522–4766
CanadianBison.ca

Box 2607, 4833-52 Ave.,
High Prairie, Alta., 780-523-9800
LSWC.ca

Pembina Valley
Watershed District
Manitou Office
204-242-3267
PVCD.ca

Redboine
Watershed District

Limited Series

Seine Rat Roseau
Watershed District

Trophy Saddle Stand
• Old Growth Vertical Grain
Western Fir & Mahogany
• Custom leather
handles
• Full extension
slides

Holland Office
204-526-2578
Redboine.com

POOP PULVERIZER
Â Best pasture harrow
for the break down of
horse & cow manure
Â Non-invasive — will
not bring up rocks

Â 5 foot for quad &
10 foot for small
tractors.

Steinbach Office
204-326-1030
Vita Office
204-425-7877
SRRCD.ca

Â Custom sizes also
available

Souris River
Watershed District

6727 68 Ave,
Edmonton, AB
P: 780-463-3931
TF: 866-999-3931
54

$3400 CAD

(approx. $2700 USD)
FOB Guildmaster

Reston Office
204-877-3020
Deloraine Office
204-747-2530

PETER ROSS

Artist & Mastercraftsman

• Custom Furniture • Elite Home
Interiors • Executive Offices
• Architectural Millwork
• Cabinetry • Design Consultation

250.558.8449
GuildmasterFurniture.ca
A Tradition
Canadian Cowboy Country April/May 2021
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of

Artistry, Craftsmanship & Uncompromised Commitment

to

Quality
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LISTINGS
Monarch Butterflies
(Endangered)

Canadian Wildlife Federation
350 Michael Cowpland Dr.,
Kanata, Ont., 1–800–563–9453
CWF-FCF.org

Nature Canada

The Alberta Biodiversity
Monitoring Institute

Nature Conservancy Canada,
Saskatchewan

Viresco Solutions

Nature Conservancy
Canada, Alberta

Edmonton Office
106 Compass Pl., 10050-112 St. NW,
Edmonton, Alta., 877-262-1253
Calgary Office
890, 105-12 Ave. SE,
Calgary, Alta., 403-262-1253
NatureConservancy.ca

Nature Conservancy
Canada, Manitoba

1030 Winnipeg St., Regina, Sask.,
866-252-3825
Ducks.ca

Grasslands Conservation
Incentives Guide Alberta
BirdsCanada.org

Manitoba Agriculture and
Resource Development
CAP-Ag Action Manitoba
1-844-769-6224

Manitoba Habitat
Heritage Corporation
204-784-4350
MHHC.mb.ca

200, 611 Corydon Ave., Winnipeg,
Man., 1-877-231-3552
NatureConservancy.ca

Nature Saskatchewan

Rm. 206, 1860 Lorne St.,
Regina, Sask., 306-780–9273
NatureSask.ca

Northstar Seed
(Native Grass seed)

Manitoba
Box 2220, 83003 Highway 16 E,
Neepawa, Man., 1–800–430–5955
Alberta
64053-393 Ave. E, Okotoks, Alta.,
1–800–805–0765
NorthstarSeed.ca

Montgomery Border Collies

Dale and Dawn Montgomery
Maple Creek, Sask., 306-662–3667
Facebook: Montgomery Border
Collies

Unit B, 3322 Fairlight Dr.,
Saskatoon, Sask.,
306-955-5477, ext 204
SimplyAg.ca

300, 240 Bank St.,
Ottawa, Ont., 1–800–267–4088
NatureCanada.ca

2230A-6 Ave., Regina, Sask.,
306-347-0447,
1-877-231-3552, ext. 9001
NatureConservancy.ca

Ducks Unlimited Canada,
Saskatchewan

Saskatchewan Species
At Risk Farm Program
Coordinator

Paul Van Ginkel

Calgary, Alta., 403-830-0061
PaulVanGinkel.com

Thirteen Will James books
for sale

ABMI.ca

Mostly hard cover
Mostly good condition
For list of books and
prices contact
wjklassen@northwestel.net
867-633-2443

1930, 401-9 Ave. SW,
Calgary, Alta., 403-397-6506
VirescoSolutions.com

MARKETPLACE

TK Ranch

Ash Cooper

Located south of Coronation, Alta.,
403-857–9145
TKRanch.com

Senlac, Sask.
AshCooper.com

Brown Creek Wild Rags

Claresholm, Alta., 403-625-4032
BrownCreekRanch.com

Canada Leathers

Banff, Alta., 587-317-8448
CanadaLeathers.com

Total Coverage by Leif

Gather your
herd at the

Historic
Reesor
Ranch
BOOK
ONLINE

Consulting/Clinics
TK Ranch, Hanna, Alta.,
403-854-8532
dylan.biggs@tkranch.com

Open Valley Cowboy Church
Every Sun., 6:30 p.m.
Head of the Lake Hall, past the O’Keefe Ranch
on Hwy 97, Vernon, B.C., 250‑503‑0707
Boomtown Trail Cowboy Church
2nd and last Wed. of every month, 7 p.m.
Elnora Drop‑In Centre, Elnora, Alta., 403‑749‑2047

ReesorRanch.com
306-662-3498

• Year-round Ranch Vacations • Group Retreats • Horse Adventure Tours
• ATV Tours • Cherished Memories • Ranch Hall Grill & Bar

Leif Harbidge
Enilda, Alta., 780-507-9491
CoverageByLeif.com

Who likes Grass-Fed DryAged Beef, Soy-Free Chicken,
Heritage Pasture-Raised Pork
& Lamb, and Free-Range
Eggs & Turkey? WE DO!

Triple L Cattle Handling

Dylan Biggs Stockmanship

COWBOY CHURCHES

Lane Link
Maple Creek, Sask., 306-661–7474
Facebook: @tripleLcattlehandling

White Treasure Farms

John and Laura Lee Henderson
Markerville, Alta., 403-728–3488

Gena LaCoste

Medicine Hat, Alta., 403-527-0650
GenaLaCoste.com

Wild West Gallery

Wetaskwin, Alta., 780-352-3520
WildWestGallery.ca

Inline Industries

Edmonton, Alta., 780-463-3931
InlineIndustries.ca

Jay Contway Legacy Art
Great Falls, Mont., U.S.A.,
406-868-8684
JayContway.com

SHOP ONLINE
TK Ranch, Hanna, AB
403.854.8532
hello@tkranch.com
tkranch.com

Kim Penner Equine Artist
Lacombe, Alta., 403-786-8691
KimPenner.com

place your ad

here
780-628-5216
1-800-943-7336
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Clearwater Cowboy Church
Every Thur., 7 p.m.
Dovercourt Hall, Hwy 22, south of Rocky Mtn
House, Alta., 403-845-5351
Community Cowboy Church
Every Tue., 7-8 p.m.
Niton Community Hall, Main St., Niton Junction,
Alta., 780-728-9088
Cowboy Trail Church
Every Tue., 7 p.m.
Cochrane Ranche House, 101 Ranchehouse Rd.,
Cochrane, Alta., 403‑638‑4254
Heartland Cowboy Church
1st and 3rd Tue. of every month, 7 p.m.
Stettler Agriplex, 4516‑52 St., Stettler, Alta.,
780-877-2331
James River Cowboy Church
Every Wed., 7 p.m.
James River Community Hall, 2.5 km S of James
River store or 11.5 km N of Sundre on RR 53, Alta.,
403‑638‑6439
Pipestone Cowboy — Cowgirl Church
2nd Mon. of every month, 7 p.m.
Pipestone Café, Hwy 795, 11 km north from junction
Hwy 13 and 795, Pipestone, Alta., 780-312-8653
St. Albert Cowboy Church
Every Fri., 7:30 p.m.
60 Liberton Dr., St. Albert, Alta., 780-459-2222
The Cowboy Church
Every Fri., 7:30 p.m.
Sherwood Park Presbyterian Church, 265 Fir St.,
Sherwood Park, Alta., 780‑918‑5530
Viking Cowboy Church
Last Fri. of every month, 7:30 p.m.
Viking Auction Market, junction of Hwy 26 and 36,
Viking, Alta.
Willow Valley Cowboy Church
2nd Sun. of every month 10:00 a.m.
26016 Hwy 595, 15 km east of Red Deer, Red Deer
County, Alta., 403-347-0206
Battlefords Cowboy Church
1st and 3rd Thur. of every month, 7 p.m.
Legion Hall, 22 St., Battleford, Sask.,
Diamond C Cowboy Church
Every Tue., 7:30 p.m.
208 Sidney St., Maple Creek, Sask., 306-662-0911
Cowboy Valley Church
4054 PR 432 Morden, Man., 204-822-9909
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CLOWNIN’ AROUND | CRASH COOPER

What Do You Do
When a Horse
Gets Old?

Ash Cooper Art and Ranch Gallery

“Make sure to pay your taxes - there’s
a lot of countries depending on you.”

By JOHN TILLEY

What do you do when a horse gets old?
When they don’t do well when the winters get cold
And they can’t keep up like they once did
But they’re too much horse for one of the kids.
What do you do when a horse gets old?
And its best rides now come from the stories told
Like how the old mare could look a cow in the eye
And it would quickly turn tail and not even try
Or how that old gelding could hold the rope tight
And one seldom arose when it started to fight
What do you do when a horse gets old?
Do you haul them away and let them be sold?
Or do you figure that they earned their pay?
And leave them alone to eat their hay
’Cause they carried you through the heat and snow
And they’d come when you called and be ready to go
They taught you some lessons that always will stay
And they helped shape the horseman that you are today
But then again, the hay prices are more
And it’s hard to watch that ol’ mare be sore
And the gelding will cough if it’s dusty at all
They are standing out there costing money is all
But really, I guess how much do they eat?
And they don’t cost me much ’cause I trim my own feet
And a couple dewormers and a vaccine in the spring
Don’t cost that much and is no major thing

PHOTO COURTESY AGEPHOTOGRAPHY/STOCK.ADOBE.COM

So what do you do when a horse gets old?
I guess you just wait and let things unfold
And someday they’ll pass, and then you’ll be told
That you did the right thing when a horse gets old.

What Do You Do When a Horse Gets Old, by John Tilley. Across the
Canadian plains and from their home place near Leroy, Sask., John
and his wife, Jamie, conduct clinics in horsemanship, young horse
handling, cow work/stockmanship and ranch roping. John also
wrote a four-part series on starting colts for Canadian Cowboy
Country in 2016.
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NATURE
DEFINES
US

Get Involved
Get outdoors:
Find out which NCC properties
you can visit in your area.
connect2nature.ca

Our country is filled with some of the most
amazing natural habitats in the world. It’s what
makes Canada, Canada – and it’s why we’ve
spent more than 50 years working with ranchers
to protect our irreplaceable natural spaces and
the wildlife that they sustain.

www.natureconservancy.ca/ab
60

Spend a day in the field:
Become a Conservation Volunteer
conservationvolunteers.ca
Help lead the way:
Become a Leader in Conservation
natureconservancy.ca/ab-lic

toll free 1-877-262-1253
Canadian Cowboy Country April/May 2021

